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Foreword

Proposals to tempqrarily extend unemployment benefits
have been considered during every recession since World
War II. The Federal Supplemental Benefits (FSB) program
of 1974 has so far been the largest and most costly of these
programs. This analysis and evaluation of the FSB program
addresses policy issues currently under discussion in regard
to 04 rationale for and performance of such emergency ex-
tensions.

2In e amining both the specific FSB program and the more
gener I question of whether benefits should be extended dur-
ing recessions, the authors explore a number of approaches
to estimating social benefits and costs. They recommend a
cautious approach to emergent), extension policies, sug-
gesting that such programs be considered, only during
especially severe 'reces s.'

Facts and observation resented in this study are the sole
responsibility of the a ors. Their viewpoints do not
necessarily represen os ti s of the W. E. Upjohn Institute
for Employment-Res rch:

. \ --

Kalamazoo, Michigan
February 1982

v

E. Earl Wright
Director
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I. 'INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A. Introduction

. Prior to the 1979-80 recession, Congress had temporarily
extended the duration fors which individuals were allowed to
collect unemployment insurance (UI) benefits in every major
recession since the 1950s. InJ970, Congress established a
permanent standby program of extended benefits (EB) that
automatically become payable during periods of high
unemployment. Specifically, during periods when particular
measures oe the instired unemployment rate exceed certain
levels, the EB program increases the maximum duration for
UI benefits (including benefits payable . under the regular
state program)° from approximately 26 to 19 weeks. In the
recession of the early 1970s, Congress provided an additional
emergency extension ,(beyond EB) that increased the max-

. imum duration to 52 weeks. Later, during the recession of,
the mid 197Qs, Congress adopted' emergency extensions
-under the Federal Supplemental . Benefits (FSB) program.
That program increased the maximum number of weeks foy
which individuals could collect benefits from 39 to as high as'
52 or 65 weeks. Although it was proposed, Congress did not
adopt a temporary emergency extension during the high
Unemployment period that began in late 1979.

- This paper evaluates the overall performance of the FSB
program and provides aserieral framework for future con-
sideration of emergency suppieinerital benefits progfams. Its



2 Introduction and Summary

concludes that the desirability of such brograms is ques-
tionable. On the one hand, emergency extensions satisfy A
number of needs that existing policies are' unable to meet.
For example, they provide increased unemployment protec-
tion to workers, and temporarily maintain the income of
those individuals who have exhausted their regular UI and
EB entitlements. On the other hand, such extensions are in-
evitably costly because benefits are typically extended in an
all-inclusive "shotgun" fashion and may provide substantial
work disincentives., It appears then, that with the exception
of severe recessions, emergenCy extensions of the FSB-type
should be used but sparingly. EXisting regular UI and
benefits payable wider the permanent EB program should
remain the primary means for meeting the needs of the
Unemployed.

B. Outline of the Paper

The remainder of this paper is divided into five chapters.
Chapter II provides a brief historical summary of legislation
concerning unemployment benefits duration. It stresses the
expanding federal role in .such policies and pints out the
assumptitms generally believed to have prompted this eua,n-
sion. Chapter III briefly describes the characteristics and
labor market experiences, of individuals who collected
benefits under FSB. Chapter IV discusses the general alloca-
tional effects of extended benefits programs and examines
the specific effects of the FSB program, for example,
whether FSB encouraged individuals to remain unemployed
longer and how Well )t maintained aggrete purchasing
power during the recession, Chapter V-' considers the
distributional impact of FSB by examining how well it com-
pensated workers for their recession-induced unemployment
and whether it prevented poverty among the.lowest income

1 4)
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FSB recipients. How. FSB relates to exiltint.and proposed
welfarg,pr-ograms is also considered. Finfrlly, chapter Vbpro-
vides an overall assessment of FSB (andtQmergency extended
benefits programs in general) by addressing seven basic ques-
tions that policy makers will have to answer in future reces-
sions. A brief discussion of,alternative policies during reces-
sIong is also included.

C. Summary of Fin-dings
. -

Because this paper is itself a summary of More extensive
research on extended benefits programsit is impossible N
mention all of the issUeS examined in that research.
However, some of the major them:es., more fully detailed' in
this paper, are briefly summarized, below. First, with respect
to the legislative his/tory of1.1I benefit duration provisions,
tffe" f011owing points are noted:

The debate over the ideal d4ration of UI benefits is
lOng-standing. Disagreement siill exists overt how thein-
creased benefits provided by longer UI durations should
b'e. traded off against any wco4k disincentives they may
caise.

, 4 ,

There is general agreement that:the distinction between
an "earned right" to unemployment insuranc4 a
income maintenance rationaldfor benefits beG
clear as longer UI durations)* Considered.

The provision of emergency exlended benefits is i
ingly regarded as one aspect of an overall 'federal man-
date to provide macroeconon* stability.

-)

Enactment of the ptrmanent 'extended benefits, (EB)
.program in 1970 marked the 'first time UI legislation
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provided pan automatic activation of extended benefits
during recessions.

Fxamination of FSB recipients' characteristics and.laborgt
market experiences in chapter III shows: ,

FSBrecipients were more likely to be women and more
likely to be older than other grqups of unemployed in-
dividuals during:the 1974-75 recession.,This result stems
partly from lower UI eligibility rates among younger
workers. It may also have' been The result of weaker
alternative, economic opportunities for women' and
older workers.

FSB recipients had, in general, along recor of employ-
ment, having worked an average of 17 year including 5
years at the job held prior torreceiiiing UI enefitsl

Following the layoff that led to FSB, recipients were
unemployed for a substantial length of time, an average
of 61 weeks during their first completed spell. Three-.;
quarters of these unemployment spells ended in

reemployment.

At a poi& approximately three years after the initial
layoff, 57 percent, of FSB recipients. were reemployed,
with males and younger individuals having relatively
greater success in finding work. Real weekly wages on
these jobs had, however, fallen by about 10 percent
relative to wages on the pre-UI joblearly one-third of
all reemployed individuals cvertenced a reduction in
real weekly wages of 25 percent or mbre. These declines
in Weekly wages were about equally attributable to
decreases in hours worked and decreases in hourly wage
rates.
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Among the more important allocational aspects of extended
benefits programs examined in chapter IV are the following:

Extended benefits ograms appear to contain Work
disincentives ,stemmi from the increased unemploy-
ment ditratigns theyiprovide. There is disagreement,
however, over the exact size of those/effects. Some:
estimates suggest that FSB added about 0.5 percent to
the unemployment rate during the mid 1970s.

The connection, if any, between extended benefits and
the job search behavior of recipients has not yet been
well researched.

Extended benefits programs may provide some degree
of macroeconomic stabilization duaing recessions.
However, evidence from the FSB program shows that
such effects are probably small relative to other
stabilization policy initiatives such as automatic and
discretionary tax cuts, and that extended UI benefits
programs may, of necessity, lag in their impact on the
economy.

Chapter V discusses the following ,income distributional
arguments, for extended benefits programs:

The permanent EB.piograrn may be sufficient to keep
the percentage of claimants who exhaust their benefits
within acceptable bounds during mild recessions. It ap-
pears that during the mid 1970s FSB redu eekhaustion
rates to well below their pre- recession love

To hold the earnings replacement rate (total benefits
paid divided by lost after-tax earnings) constant as
unemployment rates fluctuate, UI duration shot be
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extended by13.5 to 5.1,weeks fot each 1percentage point
increase in the insured unemployment rate. The perma-
nent EB prdgram is sufficient to -hold earnings replace-

.
ment .rates constant during most recessions.

Antipoverty arguments for VI extensions assume that
alternative income maintenance programs do hot prg-
vide adequate support for In exhaustees and the need
for income support by exhaustees is greater during
recessionary peri&is. Evidence from the recession of the
mid 1970r supports both assumptions, although the
evidence concern* the second assumption is,weak.

The FSB program a'substantial antipoverty effect,
but substantial benerits wait to the nonpoor as well.
That is, FSB was "target inefficient."

policy -qtesifpns concerning in extensions during future
recessions are addressed in chapter VI. Some of the
highlights are:

It is argued thatan FSB-type program is not nee d dur-
ing mild recessions because the EB program is fficient
to keep exhaustion, rates from rising earnings
replacement rater from falling during such times. Fur-
thermore, the BB program provides breathing space be-
tween the start cif a recession and the time when further
extensions mightfbe needed, which allows policy makers
time to assessahe severity of a recession and, conse-
qpently., ihe need for FSB.

Insur.ance ar nients for FSB suggest that potential
duration sho d be increased about 3.5 to 5.1 weeks for
every l`per entage point rise jn the insured unemploy-
ment rate ove the level necessitating the EB program.

1

"It
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Income maintenance arguments for FSB weakly support
extensions- in the- uppeit part of this range.

Few options help policy maker's mitigate the disincentive
effects of extensittns. Eligibility restrictions related to
the amount,ofpast 'vork experience would have almost
no effect on 'recipient characterisxies and post-UI labo
market activities. But stiffer jobvstarch and joliacc
tance requirements might have some effect by reducing
eligibility for certain groups of workers.

1\ Several options allow policy makers to target unemploy-
ment benefits on the poor, although some of them
would be administratively difficult. Use of an income
eligibility screen appears to be the easiest, most effective
way to achieve this potential program goat

Analysis of the recipients' experiences under the FSB
program provides little _guidance for improving job
search outcomes. The availability of employment and
training services had few. effects.

Future FSB programs should be financed from general,
revenues, thereby treating FSB as a countercyclical pro-
grain and emphasizing that national recessions are a
federal responsibility.

A more generous Welfare system would reduce the need

for FSB as an antipoverty tool. However, an additional
antipoverty effect would be achieved with UI exten-
sions. Income-testing of unemployment assistance
-benefits for regular 1.1I and EB exhaustees (as recom-
c,
mended by the National Commission on Unemploy-
nnt Compensation) would reduce the costs involved in
reaching that goal.

1
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Other programs such as a countercyclical public service -
employment program for UI exhaustees would also.
mitigate the need for extensions, but they would
probably be only a partial sutrstitute during periods =

when emergency UI extensions were judged necessary.

%

I - e
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IL A 'HISTORY OF UI DURATION
LEGISLATION

.

A. Introduction

Legislators most often take a piecdmeal approach to
amending social policies, making numerous changes as ex-
perience accumulates. UI bas been no exception, particularly'
with regard to duration policy for unemployment benefits.
Since the onset of the program, the maximum duration of
ben fit payments has undergone a sporadic yet continual
pro ess of extension, with first the states and then the federal
gove merit taking the lead. Although the process has been
uneve several basic objectives have continued to doncern
legislators and to influence legislation. This chapter will
survey these general influences. Three sections provide a

. chronological history of the duration debate and the
legislative changes it brought about. Section B summarizes
pre-World War II experience; section C examines the evolu-
tion of duration provisions during the 1Sk5Os and 1960s; and
section D covers the 1970s. Following this brilf historical
review, we consider two general questions thahave influenc-
ed 'duration sincesthe establishment of the VI system: (1)
WhA indicators are appropriate for judging the adequacy of
duration provisions (section E)/ and (2) How should deci-
sions on duration reflect the distinction between IJI and
welfare (section F)? Each of these concerns will be analyzed
.in detail. Later,shapters will then emphasize their relevance
to FSB-type programs. Finally, section G provides a brief
conclusion to the chapter.

9
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-A

B. Earl), HistOry.

.

The early 'writings on unemployment insurance established
-three b 'ask program objectivei:

(1) insurance against personal income loss for individual
workers;

(2) aggregate income maintenance in the general
economy; and

(3) employme tabilization for firms.

At first, the accomplishment of these objectivesCas limited
because of a relatively narrow view of what an unemploy-
ment c pensation program should be. The pro am was
designed d provide only a. "first line of defense/for the or-
dinaril steadily employed.' This belief was emphasized by
Arthur tmeyer, then chairman of the Social Security
Board.

The purpose of Unemployment Compensation is to
provide some minimum protection when those .per-
sons who are ordinarily': employed become
unemployed. It is not relief nor is it intended io
meet all unemployment under all conditions. The
prime objective of Une oyment Compensation
is to provide benefits to sons who become
unemployed in normal times due to the ordinary
changes In business conditions and also to provicie
the first line of defense during periods of unusu1
unemployment and severe business depression.'

1. U.S. Committee on Economic Security report to the President, 1935.

2. Hearing on HR 6635, Senate Finance Committee, 76th Congress, first session, 1939.
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Accordingly, the duration of 'benefits was strictly limited.
at the program's outset. -

Unemployment insurance cannot give contypte
and unlimited compensation to all why are
unemployed. Any attempt to make it do sb con-
fuses Unemployment Insurance with reliefr which it
is designed to replace in large part. It can give corn-
pensation only for a limited period and for a'
percentage of the wage loss.'

It seems reasonable to ask why an unemployed worker is ,
not covered for the entire spell of unemployment, provided
that he or she is aCtivelylooking for work and does not turn
down any suitable job offers. Initially, there were two
reasons for the limit on benefit duration. First was the fear
of hith costs to the system.

Coming to the concept of Unemployment Compen-
sation, -we regard it as merely a measure to give
limited benefits to employees during, a period while
they have, a reasonable opportunity to be taken
hack within,_a short time In their old positions:
Unemployment Compensation, if it is riot to be
mere relief, must be based on the contributions that
are received. Unless the contribution rates are ex-
tremely high, the period during which compensa-
tion can be paid will necessarily be quite limited.. .
Unemployment Compensation as we conceive it is
something that the man should get in cash during '
such a period as can bee paid for by the contribu-
tions.'

3. House Report No. 615, 74th-Congress; first session, 1935.

4. rngs before the Senate Committee On Finance, 1936.
"S tement of Professor Witte, Ekecutive Director of the Comthittee on Economic Secun-
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These , fears were reinforced by, overcautious actuarial
estimates of the maximum number'of weeks of benefits that
could be paid for a given contribution rate and waiting
period. 'On the basis of the 1922-1933 statistics, the staff of
the ComMittee on Economic Security estimated that a 3 per-
cent contribution rate could finance only eight weeks of
benefits with a two-week waiting period, and only fen weeks
of benefits with a four-week waiting period. Using the
1922-1930 estimates for a 3 percent contribution rate, it
estimated that twelve weeks of benefits could be paid with a
four-week waiting period.'

The second reason for limiting the duiation of benefits'
was fear that unemployment benefits posed "economic
risks" to the community (Burns, 1949). The payment of
unemployment benefits allows the beneficiary to "hold out"
for the type of employment to which he or she is accustomed
and which is at a wage rate that is "reasonable" (presumably
near or equal to that of the previous job). Hence, it may be
the case,that unemployment benefit payments will permit
postponing what may be desirable economic readjustments
when viewed by the community as a whole. On the other
hand, it is \undesirabli for the community to force an
unemployed worker to accept the first employment oppor-
tunity regardless of its nature. There was, therefore, the
sense that a healthy economy required haVing."the right man-
on the right-job" (Clague, 1949).

The maximum duration of benefits then, involved 'a com-
promise between the interests of society as _a whole and those
of unemployed workers. It was argued that maximum dura'-
tion provisions should only provide fir a reasonable period
during which an unemployed worker would look for suitable

A

5. For both estimates the weekly benefit amount was assumed equal to half the prior weekly
wage. A tf

4

1.
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employment, and after which the economic risks to the com-
munity- were too great. This concern was voiced in6the first
session of the 74th COngress (1935):

In normal times it [unemployment compensation]
will enable most workers whcalose their jobs to tide
themselves over until they get back to their old
work or find other employmat without having to
resort to relief. Even in depression it will cover a
considerable part of all unemployment and will be
all that many workers will' need. Unemployed
workmen who cannot find other employment
within a reasonable period will have to be cared for
through work relief or other forms of assistance.6

-;

C. Evolution of Duration Provisions in the
Post-War Period

These two siderations (high costs and economic risks)
together w the desire not to make unemployment compen-
sation a relief program resulted In conservative duration
maximums. By 1938 only six states provided a maximum
benefit duration of more than 16 weeks. In addition; the
precise duration for each individual worker was further
limited, in all states (except Ohio), through provisions allow-
ing workers to draw benefits totaling only a small fraction of
their earnings during a specified previous base period.

The conservative limits on overall duration maximums
and the equally conservative limits on individual entitlements
meant that unemployment compensation would cover only a

*small portion of the earnings losses of unemployed workers.
Although there was discussion of extending benefits for cer-

6. House Report 'No. 615, 74th Congress,(riiit session, 1935.
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tain classes of workers, there was no consideration of alter-
ing durations to meet general economic circumstances. Dur-
ing World War II and through most of the 1950s, economic
activity was at a high level and unemployment insurance
claims were lower than anticipated. State unemployment in-
surance funds rose, and it became clear that the earlier ac-
tuarial predictions had been far too cautious and that
benefits could be paid for longer periods (and waiting weeks
reduced). As a result, many states began to liberalize their
benefit duration provisions: the average period over which
benefits could be received rose 'from 13-14 weeks in 1941 to
21 weeks by 1952. The increase in the maximum duration of
benefits continued through the 1950s in the "abSence of any
clear norms governing the process" (Becker, 1965). By the
late 1950s, most states had adopted a maximum duration of
26 weeks and several states had started to experiment with
'even longer durations.

.

Although there were two recessions in the immediate post-
war period (in 1949 and 1954), it wasinot until the severe
recession of 1958 that benefits beyond those called for under
regular state programs were made available. In that ye4, ex-
tended UI benefits were provided under the TernVorary,
Unemployment Compsnsation. Act (TUC) in state that

Nchose to accept the program. Not all states participated in
the program, although some nonparticipants chose to imple-
ment extended benefits programs of their own. TUC benefits
were funded by repayable "advances" from the federal
unemployment insurance trust funds which were, ultimately
repaid by the participating states. The TUC program provid-
ed one additional week of benefits for every two weeks of an

6riginal UI entitlement. All later UI benefit ex-
tension programs have followed a similar formula by defin-
ing the number of weeks of extended Benefits to be some
fraction of an individual's regular UI entitlement (a max-
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imum in the total number of weeks of benefits that can be6
collected has also been added to the formula). The variability
in the regular UI duration provisions of states has therefore
been adopted into extended benefits policy as well.

A 'second extended UI benefits emergency program was
proposed by President Kennedy'. in the wake of th6 steep

--eddhomic downturn in early 1961. This program, adopted as
the Temporary Extenciednployment Compensation Act
(TEUC) was broadly similar to the earlier (1958) TUC law.
The major differences were that the TEUC program was
mandatory -for all states and benefits were funded through
an increase in the federal unemployment tax.' .Benefit
Payments continued to be made through the state-progams,
however, with state laws determining weekly benefit
amounts and eligibility and disqualification provisions. In-
volvement of the federal government in financing the TEUC
program established the precedent of the federal govern-
ment's taking the initiative in extended unemployment
benefits policy and since that time most such policy has.
originated at the federal, level.

D. ixtended Benefits Policy in the 1970s
0

Experiences with the emergency temporary extended
benefits programs of the late 1950s and early 1960s led to the
recognition of. ,a need for a more automatic policy response
to recessionary circumstances. After several abortive at-
tempts at establishing such a policy in the mid 1960s, that
need was formally recognized with passage of the Employ-
ment Security Amendments of 1970, under which a pqrma-
nent program'of federal and state (50-50) financed extended
benefits (EB) would come into effect during periods of high

7 Prior to the TEUC program, several states had adopted extended benefits provisions in
thar own UI laws. Such state extensions were generally subsumed under TEUC.

Y-1 -.
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unemployment. As with the earlierlemporiry extension pro-
grams, provisions of the EB program allow each claimant tq
draw additional benefits during such periods,up to half of his

or her regular UI entitlement, but not for more than 13 add-
ed weeks nor- for more than 39 weeks in all. For states in
which regular benefits can exceed 26 weeks, the state is reim
bursed by the federal govermhent for half the costs' of
regular benefits paid beyond the 26th week during the EB
period. The ,federal share of EB costs is financed from
Federal Unemployment Tax revenues and the state share by

state UI reserves. These regular extended benefits are
automatically "triggered" whenever the insured unemploy-
ment rate (IUR) averages 4.5 percent nationally during a
13-week period or when the 13-week average IUR in a state
equals at least 4 percent and t least 120 percent of the
average of the IUR in the tOrresibnding period in the two
previous years.' Dissatisfaction with the 120 percent provi-

sion of the specific trigger formula has caused it to be
suspended temporarily several times. Because of these ex-' periencesottates arc now permitted to waive the 120 percent
requirement if the 13.-week state IUR equals or exceeds 5 per-

cent.

,There - were two temporary ,emergency extensions of
benefits beyond EB .during the 1970s. Botlf were entirely
federally financed. The first was enacted in 1971 as the
Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of that year.
Under that program a maximum of 13 additional weeks of
benefits was payable in stares with very high unemployment
rates.' Originally scheduled to expire in September 1972, the
program was continued unti March 30, 1973.I

.

8: In computing these trigger rates, nation\al a are seasonally adjusted, whereas state,

data are not.

Juirt&-, 9. Because the trigger formula for this emergency program differed from the one used i

the regular EB program, the recession of the early 1970s was characterized by the confusjrfg

situation that states could have no program of extended benefits, could offer only EB,

could offer only plogram, or could offer both progranIt
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It is the second emergency extension of the 1970s, the
Federal Supplemental Benefits (FSB) program, that provides
the focus of this report. As originally enacted in December
1974 (as part of the Emergency Unemployment Compensa-
tion Act of 1974), FSB provided for up to 13 additional
weeks of benefits to individuils who had exhausted their EB
entitlements (up to 52 weeks in all). As with EB, a claimant's
actual entitlement under FSB was set at one half his or her

regular UI entitlement. An additional 13-week tier (or
another 50 percent of the' regular UI entitlement) of FSB
benefits was added in March of 1975. This increase entitled
indi 'duals to collect up to 65 total weeks of UI benefits-26
from t rq state UI program, 13 from the EB program
alia'26 from F93 (or up to 2.5 times their regular UI entitle-
ment if that was less). With these provisions, FSB
represented the longest duration for UI benefits in the
history of the program.'°

Two furtiver amendments to FSB, had the effect of scaling
back the program somewhat. PL 94-45 specified that as of
January 1, 1976, the maximum duration available under FSB

. would .be a function of the average 13-week insured
j unemployment' rate in each state with an average above 6

percent being reqyzfd,in order to be eligible for up to the
full 26-week FSB entitlement. FSB came to resemble the EB
program in the sense that it was triggered on (and off) in
phases, depending on a state's labor 'market conditions. In
later chapters we develop criteria by which to assess whether
these various trigger indicators were set at appropriate levels.

The final major amendments to FSB took effect in April
1977 under PL 95-19. These had two important effects.
First, they eliminated the second tier of FSB, thereby reduc-

B
10. Initially, FSB was financed as a charge on Federal Unemployment Tax revenue After

March 1977, it was financedty general revenues.
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ing the makimum FSB entitlement to 13 weeks in states that
met certain trigger requirements, and they provided for the
ultimate phaseout of the FSB program in early 1978. Second,
and perhaps more important, the amendments mandated,
for the first time, that certain uniform federal eligibility and
disqualification standards would apply to FSB recipients.
The previous practice had been to use existing state stan-
dardi The federal standards werPgenerally more stringent
than the corresponding state standards and were enacted in
part because of congressional desire to "tighten-up" the FSB
program. The provisions seem to have had that effect, 'tince
FSB denials increased sharply following implementation of
the new standards, and apparently many FSB claimants
stopped filing on their qwn once they learned of the new re-
quirements.

Overall then, the 1970s experienced major changes in ex-
tended UI benefits policy. The EB program was established
as a permanent, automatic UI policy response to recessions;
and a variety of emergency legislation was enacted that pro-
vided further temporary extensions. "In the recession of
1979-1980, the EB program also came into effect in many
states and, for a while, on a national bSsis, although after
considerable congressional debate no emergencyextension
prOgram was enacted. Before turning to a substantive ex-
amination of the most important piece of emergency legisla-
tion during the 1970s (the FSB program), it may be helpful to
provide a brief review of some major policy issues that have
characterized virtually every debate over emergency benefit
extensions.

E. Indicators for Legislative Action: Unemployment
and Exhaustion Rates

Certain regularities are apparent in the legislative debates
about emergency extensions of UI benefit durations: We will
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focus on tw dicators of the need for extended beriefits,
and the re tionship between UI and welfare. With respect to
the first there i general agreement on the kinds pf economic
indicat es that tend to signal the need for emergency action
,on extended benefits. Throughout the post-World War II
period, -three macroeconomic variables have played an im-

ortant role in influencing legislative decisions: the overall
unemployment' rate, the mean (or median) duration , of

rr unemployment spells, and the exhaustion rate for regular
UI. Table II.1 shows that these three measures are closely
related for the 1953-1978 period." Quarterly data on the me-
dian duration of unemployment spells and the exhaustion
rate for regular UI were used as dependent variables in sim-
ple regressions run with the overall unemployment rate as the,
sole explanatory variable. These simple regressions explained
the variance of the dependent variable quite well-85 percent
of thd variance in spell durations and 92 percent of the
variance in exhaustion rates were explained by a single
measure of labor market tightnessthe overall unemploy-
ment rate. More specifically, the results show that each 1
percentage point increase in the unemployment rate tends to
be correlated, with a nearly one-week (0.93) increase in the
length of the median unemployment spell. Since the national
unemployment rate increases by 2 or 3 percentage points
during ,a "typical" economic downturn,' these results in-,
dicate that the median worker is unemployed about two or
three weeks longer during such periods. The incidence of
relatively long unemployment spells also increases commen-
surately. Table HA also shows that higher, unemployment
rates are associated with higher rates of regular UI benefit
exhaustion. On aveiageasach 1 percentage point rise in the
unemployment rate tetn, to be associated with a 4.4 per-
centage point increase in the exhaustion fate. Therefore,, ex-

1 I. Underlying data on these variables for the 1974-77 period are provided in tables V.1 and
V.2.

*

...
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haustion rates for regular UI might rise by about 9 to 13
percentage points (say from 25 to 35+ percent) during a
typical downturn. Each of these empirical regularities has
teen reflected in legislative debates.

TABLE fl.1

Effect of UnempioyMent Rate ogiliuration
of UnemployinentSpell,and UI Exhaustion Rate
United States, 1953-19782

Independent-Variable .bependent Variables

Measure of Effect of
Unemploymerft Rateb'

Median Dpration of
Unemployment Spell

Exhaustion Rate
for Regular UI

Coefficient 0.934 4.42

(t statistic) )' (9.692) (11.49)

CobStant -0.060 6.13

(t statistic) (-0.408) (3.740)`

R2 .S47 , .922

Standard Errdr 0.697 / .028

F-Statistic 4. '108.45 148.147

Durbin Watson Statistic 2.1 2.077

a. So.urces of the ilata.underlying these measur are Unemployment Insurance Statistics

(various issues) for the exhau.stiort rate series nd Employment and Earnings (various

issues) for the other data.

b. Seasonally adjusted quirterly rates.

The Orin ection between,/ fising unemplornent and
'lengthening, unemployment ,spells, was clearly reflected by-

Secretary of Lab& John T. Dunlop's statement before the
Senate Finance Cominittee in 1975;

r

1 do thinkethat it is appropriate that the duration
should rise in times s f very heavy unemployment.
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The reason for that principle, I think is this: the job
search .which takes place in a labor ,market may
take a lot longer, and one may have to travel a lot
further inItImes in Which- unemployment levels are
appreciably higher. So, the notion of expanding the
benefits, with the level of unemployment is, on the
whole, a sound principle."

The concern over longer unemployment spells during
periods of high unemployment also -leads naturally to con-

sideration of UI exhaustion rates. If, in times of high
unemployment, benefit duration should increase to provide
"adequate" coverage for those workers ,whose unemploy-
ment spells lengthen, the exhaustion rate is then a "test" by
which the adequacy of benefit durations might be judged, In
1958, for example, President Eisenhower, in a message to
Congress, called for legislation extending benefits for those
workers who had exhausted° their regular -*benefits. In
reference to the President's remarks, Secretary of Labor
James, P. Mitchell stated in Senate hearings before the
Finance Committee:

The President'S recommendati9n for this tem-
. porary legislation was based on the fact not only

thavunemployment increased sharply after the first
of the year and rose tb heights far above normal,
but also, that the rate at which unemployed workers
were exhausting their 'unemployment insurance
benefits ancLstilltemained unemployed was sharply
increasing in many areas."

The belief of the founders of the unemployment insurance
systemthat the duration of benefits should be sufficient to

12. Senate Hearings (Finance Committee) 94th Congress, first session, June 1975.

'13. Senate Hearings (Finance Committee) 85th Congress, second session, 1958.

31
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insure protection through temTorary periods of
unemploymenthas generally been interpreted to mean "a
duration sufficient to enable the majority or the 'great ma-
jority'. of insured workers to find suitable work before ex-
halisting their benefit rights." Although there has been lit-
tle explicit agreement as to what the "great majority" of
workers should mean, in practice the notion has been widely
held that total exhaustion rates for all UI benefits (including
extensions) should not rise precipitously during recessions.
In chapters IV and V we will examine the connection 41-
tween the length of unemployment spells, exhaustion rates,
and UI extensions in considerably more detail, and the em-
pirical results indicated in table II.1 will provide some useful
rules of thumb for discussing policy altetnatives.

F. Unemployment Insurance and Welfare

Another recurrent issue in the legislative debate over ex-
. tensions in UI duration is differentiating between an

unemployment insurance and a welfare rationale for com-,
pensating individuals with very long unemployment spells.
The link between the insurable risk of unemployment and
the cause of the present unemployment becomes unclear dur-
ing longer spells. Several observers have suggested that after
a worker has exhausted a certain number of weeks of
benefits, he or she should no longer be the responsibility of
the unemployment insurance system but should instead
become the responsibility of the welfare system. In some
European countries., for example, income-tested welfare

payments automatically become payable after exhaustion of
regular unemployment insurance benefits. Recent proposals
in this country haVe suggested similar arrangements, or have

at least attempted to definnore clearly a workable relation-

44: "The Role of Unemployment Resources Today . . . And Tomorrow," Employment

Seeurtty Seview, Aftf3r1962, p. 33.
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ship between unemployment ins
maintenance programs. Former Secre
in the same statement in which he
benefit durations during the 1974-75 r
the need to limit the extensions:

I cannot tell you where my ideal
am concerned . . . about our sys
into what,' call a public assistan
do favor this extension at this tim
not in this country. placed into of
sive type of welfare program; [
these two Problems would say of
a pers4 who was unemployed
the moment whether you say 52
78 weeks, or some other num
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rance and income .

of Labor Dunlop,
advocated increasing
ession, also spoke of

mit is. I, myself,
em degeneiating
program. . . . I

-because we have
ect a comprehen-

ther] solution to
a certain point,

do not care for
eeks; 65 weeks,
rought to be

treated financially not as part of t e unemployment
insurance system, financed it the way an
unemployment insurance system i , but ought to be
treated as a part of some welfare program."

Dunlop went on to-speak of the very sijme economic risks"
that were responsible for the limitsf the duration of
benefits at the outset of the UI pro am. Pe noted that
unemployment durations of 52 w eks 9 more may be due to
some structural factor in the com ty and/or industry

, that would result in the lost jobs q er again becoming
available. In such circumstances, direqt income support may
be more appropriate. than continuing unemployment in-I

. surance benefits.

Debate over tife connection betwein UI extensions and
public assistance continues to this d . Two general ques-

15. Senate Hearings (Finance Committee) 94th Congress first session'. June 1975..

1
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tions have characterized more recent discussions of the sub-
ject: (1) whether extended UI benefits should be subject to
some type of means test; and (2) how extensions should be
financed: Although there has been considerable analysis of
the first question (and we take up the issue in detail in
chaptei V), it had' received only slight attention in legislative
debate. Emergency extensions have usually been enacted
quite rapidly leaving little time for a full airing of the means-
testing issue. There have been, however, some changes in the
financing arrangements considered appropriate for emergen-
cy extensions. After March 1977, FSB benefits were financed
through general revenues and this represented e firstp
departure from exclusive use of UI tax revenue for UI
benefits. Implicit in this ckcision to finance FSB through
general revenues was the recognition .that such long term
benefits should not be considered an appropriate financial,
responsibility cif UI tax-paying employers within the tradi-
tional social insurance framework. Rather, payment of
emergency extended benefits should be regarded is part of
the more general responsibility of the federal government for

`macroeconomic activity.

G. Conclusion
,

This brief history of the legislative debate over UI dura-
tion provisions clearly illustrates two ppints. First, the
debite is longstanding. Many of the basic issues addressed in
the formative stages of the UI system remain as controversial
today as they were then. What the duration of UI benefits
should be and how that duration should be altered during
recession is simply not agreed upon. Second, extended
benefit policy has be&nne increasingly A federal responsibili-
ty. As the federal government has taken a greater role in the
maintenance of overall economic activity, it has come also to
accept responsibility for initiating compensation programs,

N....41........ 7
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such as UI extensions. This is reflected both in the perma-
nent EB program (required in all states and half federally
financed) that is automatically "triggered" during reces-
sions, and in the emergency programs that have been entirely
federally finariced and structured by federal policy makers.
This increased responsibility at the federal level heightens the
need to coordinate extended UI benefits 'Policy with other
federal programs.
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LABOR MAMMY EXPERIENCES AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF FSB RECIPIENTS

,.sy?;

A. Introduction
iT

This chapter protiZtes background information for our
evaluation of the F13 program. It describes the demographic
and pre-UI empity' ment characteristics of FSB recipients,
and it also dentibes their labor market experiences during
and after recejt of UI benefits. Data for this chapter and
much of theithalysis reported in subsequent chapters were
collected fold sample of FSB recipients in 15 selected states;
the samp10Was chosen to represent the 2.8 million recipients
who beg*collecting FSB during 1975.' Whenever.possible,
these recipients and their experiences were co pared to other
unemployed groups. These comparison group included in-
diviNals who collected Extended Benefits and not FSB in
1915, and long term unemployed individuals who had lost
their jobs.'
. _-s

13

1. A complete description of this sample and more extensive analyses of the data can be
found in Corson, et al. (1977) and.Brewster, et al. (1978). The first of these reports was bas-
ed on data collected for a sample40 6,835 FSB recipients whawere interviewed in March of
1976. A second interview was conducted in November 19771vith a subsample of 1,522 of
these individuals; this smaller sample was used for the second report. This chapter draws
heavily on chapter II of the rust report, which was written by Valerie Leach and on chapter
II of the second report, which was written by Walter Nicholson.

2. EB recipient data were obtained from the same surveys the data for FSB recipients.
Data for long term unemployed job losers were obtained from special tabulations from the
March 1975 Current Population Survey.

ftc 27
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B. Demographic ati(rPre-U1 Employment Charac-
teristics of FSB 4ecipients

Demographic Characteristics

Compared with -EB recipients, or job losers who had been
unemployed for 27 weeks or longer, FSB- recipients were
more likely to be female. Women accounted for 48 percent
of FSB recipients, whereas less than 40 perCent of the regular
insured unemployed and of the long term unemployed job
losers' and not quite 44 percent of EB recipients were female.

FSB recipients also tended to be older than other
unemployed groups=their mean age was 40 years, compared
with a mean age of 36 for EB recipients, and 38 for job losers
unemployed 27 weeks or More. Twenty-three percent of all
FSB men and 21 percent of FSB women were 55 years old or
older. These percentages were significantly higher than the
analogous figures for EB recipients (13 1rcent of each sex
group).` Older then also formrd a larger proportion of the
male FSB population than or male' Itng term unemployed
job losers.

The relatively higher incidence of women and of older
workers among beneficiaries of extended unemployment in-
surance programs and among exhaustees of regular UI pro-.
grams compared with other groups in the labor force also
has been noted in other studies.' It stems partly from lower
UI eligibility rates among younger workers and may also be
due to weaker alternative economic opportunities for women
and for older workers.
3. The long term unemployed are defined here as those who had been unemilloyed 27 weeks
or longer. See table 111.1. -

4. Differences are termed significant in this chapter if they are statistically significant at the
95 percent=nfidence level.

5. See, for example, Nicholson and Corson (1976).

lr
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The proportions of white and nonwhite workers among
female FSB recipients were the same as whom female Jong.
term job losers. However, there was a higper proportion of
whites among FSB males tIlan among male long term job
losers. This is partly flue to the lower age of minority male
workers, compared with their, white counterparts, and to the
lower UI eligibility rates of younger workers.

The education levels of FSB recipients were, on average,
comparable with those of other groups unemployed for 27
weeks or more. Over 60 percent of them had some high
school education or had graduated from high school but had
no further education. Levels of education, however, varied
more among FSB recipients than among other comparison
groupsrelatively more of them had no high school educa-
tion and a higher proportion of them had some college
education. The contrast was greatest in comparison with EB
recipients. This difference between EB and FSB recipients
was associated with differences in their occupations and in-
dustries. As we show in the next section, proportionately
more EB than FSB recipients were employed in manufactur-
ing industries, where employees tend to have some high
school but no higher level of education.

Sixty-one percent of FSB recipients (65 percent of the
women and 57 percent of the men) were married and headed,
or shared responsibility for heading, their families; whereat
only 49 percent of all long term unemployed job losers (55
percent of the women and 45 percent..of themen) were from
husband-wife headed families. Almost one-Third of the job
loser group lived with but did not head their families, com-
pared with only 18 percent of FSB recipients. Among the
men in the job loser and FSB recipient groups, the .family
nonhead proportions. were 40 and 24 percent, respectively;
among the women, they were 19 and 12 percent, respectively;
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TABLE 111.1 0

Demographic Characteristics of FSB Recipients and
Job Losers Unemployed 27 Weeks or More

Demographic Characteristic
FSB Recipients

Job Losers Unemployed
27 Weeks or Longer

Total Male Female Total Male Female.

Age
\

Under 25 21.2% 25.2% ' 16.9% 23.5% 26.0% 19.3%

25 - 34 25.3 24.7 25.9 22.8 , 25.3 18.5

35 - 44 15.4 13.2 17.8 17.5 18.6 15.7

45 - 54 16.3 14.1 18.7 17.6 . 14.8 22.3

55 - 64 . 13.5 13.8 13.1 15.9 14.4 _ 18.6

65 and Older 8.3. 8.9 7.5 .7 0.9 5.6

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Mean Age 39.7 39.1 40.4 38.4 36.6 41.5 .

Race -,
White
Black and Other

84.7%
15.2

83.0%
17.0

86.7%
13.2

79.0%
2.1.0

74.6%
25.4

, 86.6%
13.4

Total 100.0to 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Education
Some Elementary School 8.7% 10.0% 7.1% 10.4% 11.1% 9.2%

I Completed Elementary
School 8.3 9.5 7.0 8.0 8.2 7.7

0



Soine Pligh School 23.8 23.2 24.4 26.2 28.5
High School Graduate 38.5 32.9 44.5 40.7 35.4
Some College 15.4 17.6 13.0 10.0 11.0
College Graduate 5.5 6.9 4.0 4.7. 5.8

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Mean Years of School
Completed 11.2 11.1 11.2 10.7 10.7

. Family Type and Position of
Recipient

Husband-Wife Headed
Family

Husband 30.0% 57.1% n.a. 28.4% 44.8%
Wifp 31.1 n.a. 65.4% 20.3

Other Family Head 6.2 2.9 9.8 6.8 3.2
Unrelated Individual'

(Not Living with
Family) , 14.6 16.0 13.1 12.?4 12.4

Nonhead Family - 32.2Member 18.2 24.0. 11.7

Total 100.0070 . 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Weighted Sample Size

22.4
49.9

8.3-
2.6

1Q0.0%

1

10.8

I

n . a .

55.3%
13.0

12.5

19.2

6,817 3,579 3,238 4,200 2,600 1,600

SOURCE. FSB data are weighted observations from the initial FSB, SUA survey. (Sec Corkin ct al., l477). Data on job losers were obtained

from special tabulations frbm the public use file of the Current PopulationStirvey. March 1975.

NOTES: Distribution may not sum to total becuase or rounding: n.a.= not applicable.
II
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Pre -UI Employment Characteristics

The industlies in which FSB. and EB recipients and all long ',
term unemployed job loser,s had been employed are reported
in table 111.2. The high rate of UI coverage among emtoyees
of most manufacturing firms is reflected in the relatively
large proportion-of FSB and EB recipients who had worked
in these industries. However, fewer FSB than EB malg were
employed in durable goods manufacturing-27 percent, com-
pared with 38 percentand fewet FSB than EB females
worked in nondqrable goods manufacturing-27 percent
compared with 3 percent. Altogether, 44 percent of FSI3
recipients worked in manufacturing industries. The, lower
proportion of FSB compared with EB recipients (53 percent)
from manuficturing industries may have been the result of
manufacturing firlmi recalling employees when the economy
started to recover. Relatively more EB recipients were recall-
ed to it.their pre-UI jobs and did not collect unemployment in-
surance long enough to begin collecting iFSB.

FSB recipients held their pre-UI jobs for an average of
about five years, and worked an average of about 26 months'
during the three years before claiming UI (see- table III.).
EB recipients, especially the menpossibly because they
wire younger, on averagehad not held their pre-UI jobs so
long. .

Mean weekly earninp of FSB recipients were generally
slightly lower than the national average for production and
nonsupervisory workers within the same industry, as were
their hours of work. However, the reldtively high proportion
of ,FSI3 recipients from manufacturing resulted in their
overall average earnings being higher than the national
average for production and nonsupervisory workers. Only
slightly fewer FSB than EB males belonged to a union-42
percent compared with 45 percent..



TABLE III.2

Percentage Distribution of FSB and ER Recipients and of Job Losers
, Unemployed 27 Weeks or Longer, by Industry and Sex'

ji Job Loan Unemployed
FSB Recipients , EB liedplents 27 Weeks or Longer

Female
,

0.8W.

_ladistry 4 Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male

Agriculture, Forestry,
.

Fisheries 0.19. 1.190 0.3% 0:3% 0.090 0.090 1.207o 1.507o

Mining 0.3 0.5 0.1 4, 0.5 . 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.5

Construction 10.6 18.7 1.6 11.3 .19.6 0.5 12.5 18.6

li
Durable Goods

Manufacturing 24.0 -27.4 20.2 30.7 37.8 21.5 20.0 19.6

Nondurable Goods)
$ Manufacturing 20.1 14.2 26.7 22.2 12.3 35.3 14.9 11.9

Transportation and
Public Utilities 4.7 5.7 3.7 4.2 5.4 2.5 ',,, 4.7 6.3.

Wholesale
Trade 2.6 2.4 2.8 1.4 1.5 1.3 3.3 3.6

Retail Trade 15.5 11.0 20.5 12.6 8.5 17.8 19.5 16.7

Services 17.1 12.5 22.2 13.1 8.6 I 18.8 22.0 18.8

4 2

0.0

1.7

20.5 e

20.2

2.8

24.5

27.7
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, Local Government
Administration

-

State and Federal Gov-
ernment Administration

'Total

0.3

4.1

100.0%

0.3

6.3

100.0%

0.3

1.5

100.0%

0.3

,
.

3.4

100.0%

0.3 b

4.7

100.0%

0.4

1.6

100.6%

1.6

.

100.0%

2.5

100.0%

i 0.0

100.0%

tra

trJ

CD0.
4:71

Weighted Sample Siu . 6,819 3,577 3,242 1,021 573

to

448 4,200 2,600 1,600

b11%

SOURCE. FSB and EB dataxiae weighted observations from the initial FSB/SUA survey. Data for job losers were obtained from special tabula-
tions from the public use file of the Current population Survey, March 1975.

NOTE: Distribution may not sum to total because of rounding..

a. Industry refers to the job held pnor to spell of unemployment. For FSB and EB recipients, this job,. the "pre-UI" job, was the longestjob
during the twelve months prior to claiming unemployment insurance.

r

SR,

4
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TABLE LIU

Pre-Ifi Entployment,Characteristics of FSB and EB Recipients

Pre-UI ,FSB Recipients EB Recipients

Employment Clutracteristle Total Male ''' ,Female Total Mile , Female
,

Meaa_Number of Years
Since First Regular lob 20.0 20.8

Mean Percentage of Years
Worked Since Then . 83.5 89.1

onths
Worked in 3 Years
Prior to Claim for Un-
employment Compen-*
sation 25.8 26.8

60.9

$170 $199

Mean Number of Mondis
Bstvrfen Start and End
Date of Pre-UI Job

Mean Gross Weekly
ings in Pre-Uf Jobe'

Mean Hours Worked per
Weik in Pre-UI Job 42.3

cen&age Belonging to a4
Labor Union iri Pre-Ul
Job - 35:4

,

e

Weighted Sample Site 6,099k ',Y,2,34

'V.2
AlP5

16.8 16.4

,
77.1 88.2 90.3 85.4

24.8 27.0 27.8 26.2

57.0 52.4 50.0 56.2

139 $167, S208 $116

'38.2 40.6 42.7 37.9

. .27.4 36.8 45.0° 26.6

864 1,009 563 445

SOURCE: Data are we*hted Observations from the FSB/SUA survey.

a. Aplusting preLH weeyy earnings to `1975 dollars yielded the following result;

FSBoReciplents EB. Recipients

Total mate'
$180 $210

r

Female Total Male Female

.$147 -$173 $215 $120

4 1
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C. Labor Market Experiences of FSB Recipients
.following Their Initial Layoff

Labor Market Experiences ,Over Time

Data froth the FSB survey4s enable us to examine the labor
market experiences of FSB recipients during approximately
threeyears, beginning with the start of their UI claim (usual-
ly- late 1974 or_early 1975) and ending with the Novem
19.77.interviews. During this time (see table IIIA) unemploy-
ment_was the predominant status for all groups of recipients
except young males (under age 25), who spent more time
employed than unemployed, and older females (age 65 and
over), who spent the majority of their time out of the labor
force. Overall, FSB recipients spent nearly half the time
unemployed.6 The implied unemployment rate was 59 per-
cent over the entire three-year period. That is, FSB recipients
who were in the labor .force during that period were
unemployed 59 percent of the time.

had
the exception of

young males, all age-sex groups had unemployment rates
over 50 percent. The highest rates were experienced by older
respondents, both male and female. Other data from the
survey show that respondents collected UI benefits, in-
cluding FSB, for an averages of 53 weeki civefithis period.
Because unemployment averaged about 78 weeks during the
period, we can conclude that about 68 percent of all the
unemployment experienced by FSB recipients was covered
by unemployMent benefits.

More than three-quarters of the weeks of unem ent
experienced by FSB recipients over the three-y period
discussed above occurred during the first completed spell

thatstarted at the initial UI claim date and ended before

6. An individual was characterized as unemployed if s/he was out of work and looking for
a job, or awaiting recalla situation that generally did not apply to FSB recipients.

.
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Percentage Distribution, by Labor Force Status, of Time from
Initial UI Claim Date to November 1977 for FSB Recipients,

104

by Age and Sac

(Total Weeks)

Sex sad Age
Sample

Size

Labor Force Status

Employed Unemployed
Out Of

Labor Fora Total

TOTAL 1,350 34.4W. 49.47. 16.37. 100.07.

MALI
Total 690 38.7 r 50.0 11.4 100.0 410

Under 25 176 48.3 ' 46.3 5.4 *100.0

26-34 161 46.9 49.2 4.0 100.0
35-44 104 42.2 53.6 4.2 100.0

45-54 92 ,36.1 53.9 10.0 100.0

55.64 . 98--- 24.9 48.8 26.3 100.0

65 and over 59"f 8.0 52.7 39.4 100.0

'....
.FEMALE .

Total 660 29.7 48.8 21.5 100.0

Under 25 108 36.8 42.7 20.6 100.0

25-34 168 30.9 49.9 19.2 100.0

35-44 127 37.0 52.2 10.8 100.0

45-54 135 ' 31.2 50.4 18.4 100.0

55-64 79 17.1 48.8 34.1 100.0

65 and over 41 3.3 44.0 52.7 100,0

SOURCE: Data are from the follow-up survey of FSB recipients. -

NOTE: initial Ul claim filed usually in late 1974 or early 1975. Distribution may npt add to
total because of rounding.

November -1977.7 Table 111.5 summarizes a few
characteristics of those sp,ells. Overall, the mean length of
unemployment spells was. about 61 weeks and that averagti
was fairly *uniform across most age-sex categories. Only

-1

7. Only individuals who completed their initial unemploymeht spell prior to the second in-
terview were considered in this analysis. Three percent of th, sample was unemployed con-
tinuously from the Ul claim date until the interview, and' they were not included in the
analysis.

41 J.
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TABLE III.5

./`

Characteristics of the First Completed Unemployment Spell of FSB
Recipients Starting at the Initial-UI Claim Date*, by Age and Sex

Sex and Age Sample
/Size

Characteristic of Spell

'1/414 can Length

of mpleted
Spell (Weeks)._

Reason for End of Spell
(Percentage of Ftecipients)

Labor Force
Employment Withdrawal

Ail FSB
Recipients 1,362 613 73.4% 26.6010

MALE
Total 692 58.0 80.8 19.2

Under 25 191 48.0 92.7 7.3

25-34 163 52.2 90.8 9.2

35.44 95- 65.6 92.6 7.4

45.54 90 65.3 86.7 13.3_-

5544 90 70.5 58.9 41.1

65 and over 63 61.2 23.8 76.2

FEMALE.
Total 670 64.8 65-.8 34.2

Under 25 115 58.6 76.5 23.5

25-34 164 67.3 68.3 31.7

35-44 121 70.0 83.5 1§.5

45-54 136 67.1 *70.6 29.4

5544 89 59.7 41.6 58.4

65 and over 43 59.6 11.6 88.4

SOURCE: Data are from the follow-up survey of FSB recipients.

a. Usually in late 1974 or early 1975.

younger males had a mean' duration of less than one year,
and no group had a -mean duration of over 71 weeks.
Although it is not reflected in the table, the distribution of
the length of unemployment spells was highly skewed. Over
17.5 percent of.the sample had spells that lasted more than
100,,,Veeks. The standard deviation for the entire sample was
45 weeks. Given the sample sizes, this variability makes most.,
of the differences in cell means reported in table 111.5
statistically insignificant. Only for young males is there

4
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significant evidence of shorter completed unemployment
spells.

The initial unemployment spells of FSB recipients could
have ended in one of two ways: reemployment or labor
market withdrawal. The lower portion of table 111.5 shows
the proportions of respondents by those reasons, and by age
and sex. Nearly three-quarters of all initial unemployment
ended in reemployment. For males there was a clear correla-
tion between increasing withdrawal from the labor force and
increasing age. More than three-quarters of male FSB re-
cipients age 65 and over ended their unemployment spell by
leaving the labor force. Females exhibited a generally similar
pattern, but there was significantly more labdr force
withdrawal in the 25- to 34-year-old age category compared
with adjacent age categories. Child-care responsibilities may
explain this pattern.

Labor Market Activities in November 1977

By the time the November 1977 interview was given ap-
proximately three years after the initial layoff-57'percent of
the recipients were employed (see table 111.6), and that figure
represented a substantial increase over the 31 percent
employment rate recorded at the first interview (March
1976). Nevertheless, large numbers of FSB recipients remain-
ed unemployed. The implied unemployment rates for the
sample was nearly 23 percent (compared with over 60 percent
in March 1976). More than 26 percent of the sample was out
of the labor force in November 1977, which represents a S
percentage point increase from the figure recorded on the in-
itial interview.

8..This is the percentage of the sample that was unemployed, diiidted by the percentage that
was in the labor force (i.e.. the percentage that was either employed or unemployed).
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TABLE 111.6

Percentage Distribution of FSB Recipients, by Labor Force
Status in November 1977, by Age and Sex

Sex ;tad Age
Sample
Size

Labor Forte Status -

Employed

.
Umisployed

vit
labor From Total

TOTAL 1,516 57.054 16.754 26.3% 100.0%

MALE
Total 766 62.9 17.9 19.2 100.0

Under 25 193 79.8 16.6 3.6 100.0
25-34 174 79.3 16.1 4.6 100.0
35-44 106 74.5 22.6 2.8 100.0
45.54 102 56.9 24.5 18.6 100.0
55.64 110 39.1 15.5 , 45.5 100.0
65 and over 81 12.3 13.6 74.1 100.0

FEMALE
Total 750 51.1 rs.6 33.4 100.0

Under 25 119 58.8 12.6 28.6 100.0
25-34 185 . 58.9 15.1 25.9 100.0
35-44 134 64.9 23.1 11.9 100.0
4554 149 55.7 4 28.9 100.0
55-64 103 27.2 3.6 . 59.2 100.0
65 and over 60 10.0 8.3 81.7 100.0

SOURCE: Data are from the follow-up survey of FSB recipients.

- NOTE: Distribution may not add to total because of rounding.

Age and sex were important determinants of labor market
status. Males were significantly m likely to be reemployed
than females, and, particularly g males, younger in-
dividuals were more likel t be ree Toyed than older ones.
These differences in emp oyme t rates were reflected in im-
plied unemployment' ratesthat ranged from less than 17 per-
cent for young males to more than 50 percent for male§ in
the 65-and-over category. Labor force participation rates

, also mirrored the employment pattern, ranging from a high
of over 96 percent for young males to less than 19 percent for

44 0
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older females. Over 62 percent of all FSB recipients age 55
and over were out of the labor force in November 1977. Our
analysis indicated that the vast majority. of these individuals

. -probably retired.

As reported above, 57 percent of tie sample was
employed at the November 1977 intelyie date., is in-
teresting to compare the jobs held at that date with the jobs
respondents held prior to the start of their LH-spell (what we
call their "pre-UI" jobs). Such a comparison provides an in-
dication of the relative attractiveness of jobs held by the
respondents and how successful they were in making a long
term adjustment to their original job loss.

Analysis of this question indicated that there was a signifi-
cant decline in the percentage employed in manufacturing
from nearly 50 percent on the pre-:UI job to less than 40 per-
cent at the interview date. This result mirrored the general
failure of manufacturing employment re? return to its nation-
wide pre recession level. However, the drop in our sample
was far more severe than the national data indicate. The
large decrease in manufacturing employment was matched
by an almost identical increase in service employment, a
result that reflected national trends.

About one quarter of the respondents were back in their
pre-UI jobs at the date of the second interview. This result,
however, depended significantly on, the industry in which
those jobs were. Individuals who worked at a pre-UI job in
durables manufacturing were more than 'twice as likely to get
that job back than were individuals in other industries. In-
dividuals working in durables manufacturing constituted
nearly half (47 percent) of all respondents who did return to
their previous employment. This result is consistent with
other resgarch fincjr,s1 s that indicate lariffs subject to recall
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are more prevalent in durable goods manufacturing than in
other industries. Our result shows,not only the quantitative
importance of this phenomenon, but, also, that at least dur-
ing the mid 1970s recession, the duration of layoffs in
durables manufacturing was, for some workers, far longer
than the typical "temporary" layoff.

Table 111.7 compares weekly 'earnings and hours ,of
employed FSB recipients on their new (current) jobs as of
November 1977, with their. pre-UI jobs. To allow for general
increases in wage levels since the end of the pre-UI job, earn-
ings reported on that job were inflated by the percentage in-
crease in average weekly nonagricultural wages over the
period. In terms of 1977 dollars, average weekly earnings
were about 10 percent lower on respondents' current jobs
than on their pre-UI jobs. Slightly more than half that
decline is attributed to a reduction in average hours worked
per week, and the remainder is accounted for by a $.17
decline in average hourly earnings (from $5.01 to $4.84).
Respondents over 55 years old experie ed the largest reduc-
tion, both in hours and earnings. Yo ger individuals (under
age 25) actually experienced incr ases in weekly earnings.'
For younger males there was also slight increase in hours
worked.

These data, therefore, give the impression that
respondents' current jobs were somewhat less remunerative
than their pre-UI jobs but that these differences were slight,
at least for individuals in "prime" age working categories.
However, thii summary picture is misleading. Examination
of data (not reported in the table) on the distribution of eatm.
ings changes experienced by individuals show that fewer than

. half the respondents had current weekly earnings that were
within 25 percent of their (inflated) pre-UI earnings. Nearly
one-third of the s9mple had current jobs that paid less than
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' TABLE III.7

Comiarison of Hours and Earnings on Current Job (as of
November 1977) to Pre-1.11 Job' for FSB Recipients,
by Age and Sex

Sex sad Ate

Sam*
Size

Job Measure

Weekly Earnings (dollars) Hours per Week
Cane*

Job

Pre-UI
Job

Pre-UI Job,
(WTI dollars)

Current
Job

Pre-Ui
Job

TOTAL 836 S1114 5167 $202 38.0 40.3

MALE
Total ' 461 230 206 250 40.9 42.1

Under 25 150 197 158 191 11'.4 40.9

25-34 129 251 223 270 42.2 42.6

35-44 75 278 232 ita 41.9 43.5

45-54 55 243 249 302 40.9 43.2

55-64 41 218 221 270 37.5 -'42.9

65 and over 11 75 202 251 25.0 33.2

FEMALE
Total . 375 128 121 146 34.7 38.1

Under 25 66. 143 109 130 35.9 36.9

25-34 106 130 121 147 35.6 38.5

35-44 88 136 129 156 35.9. 38.9

45-54 82 111 .111 136 32.7 37.2

5564 Iti 126 115 141 33.7 39.4

65 and over 5 30 114 145 9.0 39.0

SOURCE: Data arc from the initial and following FSB surveys.

a. PreUl job ended usually in late 1974 or early 1975.

75 percent of the pay level of their pre-UI jobs. That reduc-
tion was experienced by a significant number of prime age
workers and it was not only attributable to the reduced hours
noted for the older workers in the sample. Hence, even
among those FSB recipients who had found jobs by the inter-
view date, substantial numbers continued to face problems
pokd by their job loss and long unemployment spell. Of
course, some workers managed to improve significantly on
their pre-14 earnings. About 22 percent of all employed

A.
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respondents -had current earnings at least 25 percent above
those of their pre-UI jobs. Men and women were equally
likely to experience such large increases. There is some in-
dication that these increases were more prevalent among
younger workers.

D. Centjuisidn-

sY.The brief description 2f FSB recipients presented in this
chapter leads to two ganetal conclusions regarding* their
characteristics. Fitst, FSB recipients were more likely to be
women and more likely to be older than other groups that
were unemployed during the recession of the mid 1970s. This
result stems partly from lower UI eligibility rates among
younger workers and may also have been the result of
weaker alternative economic opportunities for women and
older workers. Second, FSB recipients had, in general, a long
record of employmenthaving worked an average of 17

# years, including 5 years at the job held prior to receiving UI
benefits. Wages earned in these pre-UI jobs averaged slightly
loWer than the national average for production and non-
supervisory workers within the same industries.

Following the layoff that led eventually to SB, recipients
were 'unemployed for a substantial length ,of timean
average of 61 weeks during their initial completed spell.
Three-quarters of _these unemployment spells ended in

,reemployment and the remainder with withdrawal from the
labor force. For males, increasing age was correlated with
withdrawal from the labor force: By the time of the second
interview, approximate', three years after the initial layoff,
57 percent ofFSB recipients were employed, with males and
younger individuals having had relatively greater success
finding work. Unemployment rates for all groups were high,
however. Compared with pre-11i jobs, the nature of jobs

53
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held by reemployed recipients at the Second interview was ex-
tremely varied. Nearly' one-third of all reemployed ink.
dividuals experienced a reduction in real weekly wages of 25

rcent or more, and the average weekly wage fell by about
10 percent. Dec lints in weekly wages were about equally af- +.4

fected by decreases in hours worked and by decreases in
hourly wage rates.

,

J

1
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Ty. ALLOCATIONAL EFFECTS OF FSB.

A. Introduction
'

This chapter evqluates'the FSB program from the perspec-
tive of economic efficiency. That is, it examines ways in
which FSB affected the overall allocation of economic
res ces. Five additional sections follow. Section B
develops a general..ratidnale, based on macroeconomic con-
siderations, for extension, of 14, benefits during recessions.
Issues basic to evaluating any extOnded benefits program are
discussed.' Section C exa nes these issues in the FSrecon-

,...
a text. Section -D shifts o macroeconomic concerns and.

4scribes how extended UI benefits may help achieve
te stabilization goals. The ac al performance of FSB in that

regard is examined in se on E. Finally, section'F provides
-4 an" of FSB's allocational impact.

B. Mi P ogeonomic Issues in UI Benefit Extensions

One.vky to analyze the allocational impact of UI benefit
extensions is to consider them as "insurAnce," which pro-
vides workers some degree earnin4s Ottixection. in the
event of layoff. As with any ance ,Poliey; its protection
is valuabit because it reduc anciar riis. In the absence
of a government pro is probable that workers would
seek such protect for themselyes.' Most insurance poses

1. An example of this would be a worker who chooses job *Willy Over high wages.
w.

47

55 or
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the problem tof .."moral being insured in-
cregses the prObability of incurring the risk (here, unemploy-
ment). Because unemployinent insurance reduces the cost of
being unemployed, it encourages individuals to be more
.selective about the jobs they are willing to accept or to reduce
the intensity of their job search, and thereby prolongs their
'unemployment. What labdt economists , term "work
disincentives" and what insurance economists term "moral
hazard!' amount to the same thing in the case of unemploy,
ment insurance:

. Present UI provisionstncifically partial wage replace-
- ment, 'limited benefit duration; the waiting week., and

availability-for-work and job search requirementsreflect
society's preference concerning the trade-off between the
program's benefiCial earnings replaceMent effects and, its
negative work': disincentives effects.' Each of these factors
prevents the existing UI system from providing complete in-
surance against wage loss to unemployed workers and can be
viewed as an attempt,, to control "moral hazard." An
insurance-based rationale for extenCling the potential dura-
tion of UI benefits during recessionary" periods can be
developed by examining how the tradezoff between risk aver-

' sion and Moral hazard changes during such periods.

Recessions Obviously increase the risk of unemployment.
This isVartly due to an increased probability of being laid
Elff and partly because of increased unemployment duration
once a worker has been displaced. The second faCtor pro-
vides the impetus for benefit extensions. In their absence,
recessions would increase the likelihood that UI recipients
would remain unemployed sufficiently long to exhaust their
benefit entitlements. In order to provide a degree of in-
surance protection simila'r to that of normal UI (i.e., enough
toffover most periods of joblessness),it would be necessary
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, .

to increase potential benefits durations. If the work disincen-
dyes resulting from such extensions were small, policy
makers might choose to provide nearly complete insurance
compensation. But if such disincentiyes were substantial, a
policy of less than complete compensation might be
preferable.'

A similar conclusion can be reached by means of job
search theory, under which payment of UI may be viewed as
efficient because it permits workers to hold out for better job
matches. UI thereby improves the overall allocation of labor
resources. Under this rationale, regular duration provisions
reflect society's view of the point at which further efficiency,
gains from subsidized job search cease. Because the
prevalence of job offers declines dUring recessions, it may be
.desirable to extend the period of subsidized search because
this would. resumably permit recipients to fain better jobs
than those they otherwise would be forced to accept. This
job search perspective provides a less clear-cut prescription
than does the insurance perspective about exactly how long
extensions should be, but it does focus attention on post-
employment wagesa topic that is typically neglected under_
the backward - looking. insurance perspective.

Together, the insurance and job search efficiency .

arguments for extending UI benefits during recessions sug-
gest three major empirical issues:

(1) To what extent do extended benefits programs com-
pensate for lengthening unemployment durations brought on
by recessions?

(2) Dst such programs prompt individuals to stay
unemployed longer?
2. This "optimal insurance" approach to Ul benefit extensions is discussed in more detail
in Nicholson and Corson (1980).
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-(3) To the extent job search is prolonged by receipt of ex-.
. 'tended penefits, does that longer searchs, resplt in re-

cipients finding better jabs than those they would otherwise
be forced to accept?

. This paper examines each of these queitions in the context
of the FSB progr,am. Because the.issue, of how well FSB com-
pensated for lengthening unemployment spells has implica-
tionsfor assessing the distrtblitional as well as the alloca-
tional consequences Of the program, we will postpone a
discussion. of it until chapter V. In the next section we ex-
amine the other two issues.

C'. Labor Market Effects of FSB,

A

t,

tr.
ThiL section examines the effects of- FSB on the labor'

market behavior of individuals, It is divided into two parts
that reflect the empirical issues raised in the previous section:
a discussion of thpossible work disincentive effects of FSB,
and an analSr5is of the effect of FSB on subsequent wage
rates.

Effects of FSB on the Length. of
Unemployment Spells

There is by now a rather substantial research literature on
the effects of unemployment insuran benefits on lengths of
unemployment spelg. Most of th literature, focuses on the
VI "wage replacement ratio" hat is, the ratio of III
benefits to net otential wages) and attepts.to estimate the
extent to w ich high values for that ratio lead to longer
unemployment. Hamermesh "(1977) concludes his summary
of a number of studies with his "best" estimate that every 10
percentage point increase In the wage replacement ratio is

: associated with about one half week of additional unemploy-
ment. He also indicates a belief that the disincentive effects

ti

ti

U
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of UI are somewhat smaller than this during periods of labor
market weakness, but the empirical support he offers for
that proposition is weak.

How relevant the findings of overall work disincentives
associated %vitt UI wage replacement ratios are to the FSB
program is unclear. If UI incorporates disincentives, ex-
tending the duration of potential benefits must in some way
increase these. But because extended benefits programs (in-
cluding FSB) have no effect on the weekly wage replacement
ratio, there is no direct way to estimate the size Df such ef-
fects from Most of the empirical work.' A few studies have
attempted to estimate directly the effects of -different UI
Potential durations on the length of unemployment_spells.
Results or seven of these studies are summarized in table
IV.1 orease of comparison, all results are reported as the
estim ted impact of one additional week of potential dura-
tion on the length of an individual's unemployment spell,.
although not all of the studies cited actually stated their con-
clusions in that way. Overall, the impression given by table
IV.1 is that results are extremely varied. Estimates range
from insignificant effects (Ehrenberg-Oaxaca) to point
estimates that imply that. each week of potential duration
leads to almost one week of unemployment (Holen and
Walsh). .

A.
4

One way to narrow this range is to eliniinate from con-
sideration those studies that are based on problematic data.

3. If potential wages UI recipients can expeCt to receive decline with the duration of their
unemployment, then individuals collecting FSB may have higher wage repladernent ratios
than otherwise similar individuals whose unemploymept spells are just beginning. But this
issue should more appropriately be considered in relation to the question of how wage
replacement ratios are measured rather than to some direct FSB effect. Although various j
measures could be developed depending on bow unemployed workers' "potential wage. X

,.defined, we will continue common practice and identify tie preirious wage as the potential
wage.

0
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TABLE IV.1

Summary of Research. on Disincentive Effects of
Longer UI Potential Durations

Author' Data Set

Effect of One Addition-
al Week of Potential
Duration on Length of
Unemployment Spell Comments

Ehrenberg-
Oaxaca (1976)

National Longitudi-
nal Survey (various
age/sex grdups)

Holen (1977) UI recipients
in five cities

Brewster
et al. (197,8)

tl

FSB recipients in
fifteen states

Walsh (1978) Recipients of Redun-
dancy Payments in
Ireland

Newton -Rosen UI recipients in
(1979) Georgia

Solon (1979) UI ..."Iiistees in
Nei/ York

e'

offitt- FSB recipients in
' N cholson fifteen states

( 9)

0

08

Potential duration
poorly measured
effect biased
toward zero.

Used compensated weeks
as dependent 9ariable
effect positively biased

a

0.4-0.6 Simple use of potential
duration as independent
variable. Complete spell
measured. Potential
duratipn" fioin aaminis-
trative records

0.4-1.0

0.4-0.5

a

0.3b

Larger estimated effect
for weeks employed

Used weeks compensated
and maximum likelihood
procedure to reduce bias

Unusual independent
variable used in place of
potential duration
makes interpretation
diff&ent

0.1 Used kinked budget con-
straint and maximum
likelituiod procedure.
Estimate based on Weeks
employed

a. For detailed references see Bibliography

b. Based on Solon's estimate that EB 'availability for 13 weeks increased unemployed weeks
by 4. Solon estimate for the effect of EB availability on employment by "repeaters" (that is

individuals who file for benefits in two or more successive years) was similar to this estimate

also.

G
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In particular, studies in which potential UI durations are
poorly measured might be excluded because coefficients..
estimated for such variables will be biased toward zero (this
is probably the case for the Ehrenberg-Oaxaca study).
Similarly, studies that use weeks of UI received as A depen-
dent variable will incorporate biases into their estimates
because such a variable doeklot measure the full unemploy-
ment spell and is related to the way that potential UI dura-
tions are specified in state law. Only those studies based on
weeks of compensation that take these problems explicitly
into account should be considered.

Under these conditions, the Brewster et al., Newton-Rosen
and Moffitt-Nicholson studies provide the most reliable
estimates. According to these, each week of potential UI
benefits increases the unemployment spell gngth by between
0.1 and (IA weeks. Some portiOn of the reinaining disparities
in these estimates arises from the fact that) (the smaller
(Moffitt-Nicholson) estimate does not include the effect that
additional weeks of benefits may have on induting UI re-
cipients to stay in the labor force rather than ceasing their
job search efforts (because their study was limited only to
labor market participants) whereas the larger estimates do,
at least partly, include such effects. For the FSB program as
a whole, then, the conclusion would be that the increase in
average potential duration of about 24 weeks increased the
length of unemployment spells by between 2.4 and 9.6 weeks
where the larger of these figures also includes induced par-
ticipation effects. ,

Independent estimates of the effect of extended benefits
programs based on macroeconomic data are generally
unavailable. It has not been possible to differentiate between
the effects, of such programs and of other economic factors
on the lengths of unemployment spells. In one study of ag-

,
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gregate exhaustion rates, Nicholson and Corson (1978)
found that availability of EB and FSB benefits did increase
such rates..That finding provides implicit support for the no-
tion that those programs also increased the length of
unemployment spells. The quantitative size of such effects
was roughly consistent with the smaller of he estimates from
the microeconomic studies.

The overall conclusion then is that the FSB program did
increase the average length of unemployment spell experienc-
ed by UI recipients by at least two and one-half weeks and
perhaps significantly more if pafticipation effects are taken
into account. When applied to the 10.4 million individuals
who collected a first UI payment in 1975, the 2.5 weeks
figure implies there were about 26 million more weeks of
unemployment that year than there'would have been in the
absence of FSB: In other words, about 6 percent of the total
number of weeks of unemployment experienced by the
civilian labor force in 1975 was attributable-to FSB. Without
FSB the overall unemployment rate that year would have
been 7.9 percent instead of the 8.5 percent officially record-
ed. Allowing for participation effetts would significantly in-
crease this estimated discrepancy between the actual and

. potential unemployment rates.

FSB and Job Search

Work disincentive effects arising from receipt of UI
benefits may be counterbalanced by beneficial job search
outcomes. Continued vailability di' benefits permits in-
dividuals, to hold t for, an . erhaps ultimately to receive,
higher wages. Hence, from an overall allocational perspec-
tive, the effect of UI is ambiguousits negative work
disincentive must be weighed against its positive promotion
of better job matches. Which effect dominates remains an
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unanswered, empirical question. Some authors (Ehrenberg
and Oaxaca, 1976 and Ho len, 1977), have reported both
significant disincentive effects and significant positive subse-
quent wage effects. Classen (1977), however, found only
significant disincentive,effects with no obsetyable wage ef-
fects. These widely differing results may be explained by the
absence of any universally agreed-upon conceptual model of
the job search process and by the different statistical
methodologies employed by the authors. An indirect test of
the beneficial job search impact of UI benefits is provided by
the literature on reservation wages and search intensity.
Despite a strong theoretical presumption that UI benefit
levels should affect reservation wages, there is practically no
empirical support for the proposition (see Crosslin, 19:75).
Similarly, the effect of UI on search intensity has been found
to be positive in some studies (Crosslin, 1975) and negative in
others (Barron and Mellow, 1979). All of these studies are
subject to methodological criticisms, and in any case, the
precise connection between search strategies and ultimate
wages has not been clearly documented.

Given the paucity. of research on job search effects of
regular UI and the contradictory findings of the few existing
studies, it is not surprising that there is virtually no literature
on the job search effects of FSB-type extended benefits'. pro-
grams. In theory, the direction of such effects seems clear
enough. Extended benefits programs raise the extent to
which UI compensates individuals for their unemploym
spells (although the programs do not change the w ge-
replacement ratio occurring duriqg periods of benefit collec-
tion) and that should induce individuals to adopt higher
reservation wages. This in turn should cause recipients to ex-
tend the duration of their unemployment spells and to.hold
out for ultimately higher wage rates. The first effect has
already been described in the previous sectilon where it was
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shown that increases in potentiAl UI durations do seem to
lead to increases in obsetved unemployment durations.
Whether this increased unemployment' is used productively
to search for bettei jobs is the issue here.

Empirical evidence on the effect of extended UI durations
on job search productivity is extremely meager. Among
thosntudies of regular UI recipients that attempt to estimate
the wage effect of changes in potential duratiOn, only the
Ho len (1977) paper reports a significant, impact. Her
estimate suggests that each week of additional potential
duration results in a $2.50 increase in post-unemployment
quarterly earningspresumably attributed to-the prolonged
and more effective job 'search made possible by the idded
duration. But, as Ho len herself points out, this estimate may
be biased upward by the relationship between individuals'
prior weeks of employment and their regular UI duration
eligibility since prior weeks of employment are also cor-
related with future earnings.

Only the Corson et al.-(1 '977) and Brewster et al. (1978)

studies of FSB recipients explicitly considered the effects of
longer potential duration on job search among extended
benefits recipients. Those studies found little in the way of
significant effects. Regardless of whether ji1J13 search ac-

tt,i vities were measured in' terms Hof results (i.e., pOSt-

nimployment wage) or in terms of inputs to the search pro-
cess (i.e., reservationAges or various measures of.search in-
tensity), no consistent effects of longer potential duration-,
were found. But because these studies were limited to the
relatively long term unemployed, the results do not really
answer the question of how variations in UI potential dura-
tions might affect a more representative group of recipients.

In conclusion, very little is known about how changes in
potential durations affect recipients' job search. On the
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theoretical level there is some presumption that increases in
potential duration should lead to better job matches for ap-
proximately the same reasons that changes in UI beniefit
levels might. But empirical support for that proposition is
virtually nonexisten.t. The issue remains open.

D. Macroeconomic Issues in UI Benefit Extensions

In addition to affecting individual UI recipients' decisions,
extensions in potential duration also have. effects on the
overall economic activity level. The'general theory behind
these "macroeconomic" effects is described in this section,
followed in the next section by some empirical evidence
about the actual performance of FSB in that regard.

One purpose of UI benefits is to shion the decline in
disposable income that occurs during a recession and thereby
to stabilize the overall level of aggregate demand and
macroeconomic activity. For regular UI -benefits, this result
is more or less "automatic." No discretionary policy deci-
sion is necessary because the regular program simply absorbs
a larger caseload and pays out higher aggregate levels af
benefits as layoffs increase during the early stages of a
downturn. In this respect, the automatic stabilization pro-
vided by regular UI benefits is similar to that provided by the
automatic reduction in federal tax receipts during recessions,
although of a much smaller dollar magnitude.' For the ex-
tended benefit (EB) program, the argument is similar but
more complicated. Since 1970, EB benefits have been "trig-
gered" automatically as national or state insured unemploy-

v- ment rates increase. Frequently, these trigger requirements

4. For example, VonPurstenberg (1976) found that differences between actual and "full
employment" U! benefits (regular plus EB) were less than 22 percent of the decline (below
full employment issrels) in federal tax revenues during each of the recession years since
1958. Similar results are suggested by the data in table IV.2, described below.

utj
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Th

,/ have been modified in response -to recessionary indicators
(for example, rising exhaustion rates). Hence, although they
are not so "automatic" as regular UI-benefits or federal tax
collections, EB benefits can, for most purposes, he so
categorized along with the regular programs. Those benefits
represented about 23 percent of total regular UI benefits dur-
ing the recession of the mid 1970s.

4P- 1

Contrary to the automatic character of the regular UI and
EB programs, FSB-type programs are usually regarded as
"discretionary," that is, the programs have een im-
plemented through explicit legislative action in re onse to a
perceived policy need. From a stabilization per ective,
therefore, it is appropriate to compare FSB to other discre-
tionary fiscal policies. In making that comparison on a
theoretical level, two criteria are of central concern: the size
of the "multipliers" and the relative flexibility with which
FSB can be implemented in response to stabilization needs.'
With respect to the first issue, there is general agreement that
the multipli for government transfer payments (such as
FSB) is fairly Ta rge . It is clearly larger than the multiplier for
tax reductions (because transfer recipients spend a higher
fraction of their incomes than do taxpayers in general) and it

may be nearly as large as the multiplier for government ex-
penditures on goods and services. Whether there are reasons
to expect the multiplier for extended UI benefits to differ at
all from the one for other government transfer programs is

unclear. On the one.hand, UI recipients may have higher in-
conies- than do other transfer recipients, thereby implying a
somewhat smaller multiplier. On the other hand', because UI
benefits are more closely related to temporary declines in
family income than are other transfer payments, there is

5. A third issue:ltivrnacroeconomic effect of financing FSB or other discretionary fiscal

policy, will not be discussed here because, to a Cjrst approximation, FSB would be a little

different fro in other policies.
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prOliably a high marginal propensity to spend out of such in-
come to maintain existing living standards, and hence the
multiplier would be correspondingly high. There is no clear
way to 'differentiate between these theoretical probabilities,
and empirical research on the &latter is virtually nonexistent.

With respect to legislative and administrative flexibility,
NB -type emergency benefit extensions have a number of ad-
vantages. Because the programs operate through an existing
administrative mechanism, payments can be initiated quickly
without developing a new payments processtOf course,
recessionary tax rate reductions share the same advantage,
but withholdin pro ures and filing dates do constrain
their flexibility t some degree. UI extensions can also be
more quickly implemented than either federal spending or
federal employment programs because much less planning
and attention to the nature of individual projects is required.
Finally, though more conjecturally, UI extenqgons provide a
more flexible policy response to recessions because the
political intricacies involved in implementing them may be
less complex thah for most other spending policies.

Of course, extending UI benefits is not a perfectly flexible
fiscal policy. There may be lags in im 1 entation arising
from the need to coordinate federal li ies with existing
state UI systems, and peak-load pro em in local offices
may inhibit the timely disbursement of yments. Phasing
out extended benefits prOgrams also involves some inflex-
ibilityprimarily because of the built-in inertia which pro-
vides recipients with a relatively large number of additional
weeks of eligibility (two 13-week segments in the case of
FSB, for example). On the whole, however, these inflex-
ilpilities are probably of minor importance compared with
other discretionary fiscal policies:
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From a theoretical perspective, FSB-type emergency ex-
tensions compare rather favorably to other macrostabiliza-
tion policies. They have both the flexibility and the potential
multiplier impact on aggregate demand to warrant con-
sideration as an important, policy option. Of course, such a
conclusion is based on a priori considerations and does not
address the actual performance of FSBa subject to which
we now turn.

E. Macroeconomic Performance of FSB

In this section we will examine two aspects of the-ctual
macroeconomic performance of FSB: (1) the im °naive of
FSB relative to other federal stabilization meas res,uring
the recession of the mid 1970s and, (2) administrative and
technical problems involved in implementing and phasing
out FSB. Information on the first of these questions is
presented in table IV.2 which strOws total FSB benefits 'paid
during the 1974-77 period. For comparison purposes, table
IV.2 also Kesents data for the same period on total UI
behefits, on the federal budget deficit,. and on two other

discretionary fiscal policies: outlays for public' service
employment and discretionary tax rate reductions.6 Three
general conclusions may be drawn from these data. First,
during the 1974-75 recession, FSB benefits constituted a
relatively small portion of all discretionary fiscal policies..
Payments uner the program accounted for less than 10 per-
cent of the "full employment" deficit and, of course, made
up an even smaller fraction of the actual federal deficit. Tax
reduction (both automatic and legislated) clearly played a far
more important role in both automatic and discretionary
federal stabilization efforts.

6. The table provides data on both the actual federal budget deficit and the "full employ-
ment" deficit. The latter concept1adjusts the actual deficit for the effect of the business cy-

cle itself on the expenditures and tax collections and is therefore a better measure of discre-

tionary fiscal policy
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Inparison of UI, FSB and Other Federal Stabilization Policies, 1974-77 ,

A :

. TABLE IV.2- ,

- - (Quarterly Data are Aqualized in $Billions) . .

° ,, , ..., Federal Deficit
.. , lb . &

. ,

Calendar. Full Empl emit , All UI ' FSI . Public Service Tax
.Quarter /Actual Estimat PaynOntsb Payments Employment Expenditures Cute
1974.1 . 5.5

.2*,, . 7.6

.3 8.Q
, '-' .4 21.7 ,

'21

1975.1 : 48.0 .'.
;... .2 '` 99.9

:3 66.3
t4 68.2

.
57.5 .,

47:3
52.2
57.4

37.2
40.9 2

53,6
53.6

F1976.1
.2
.3

11.4

1977.21
' .3

.4

'

.

- 1.3
3.5
4.5 .
2.5

6.9
55.2
29.9

._32.3

28.6
21.0
27:0
30.9

26.5
27.7
40.2
42.2

ir

,

5.4
6.3
7.3
9.4

15.1
18.6
18.7
17.6 ..

17.7
15.3'
14.7
14.7

15.1.
12.3
11.6
11.8

, -:.., ,

0.8
1.8
2.5
3.5

3.8
3.3
2.1
2.0

'2.1
-1.5

. 0.9
0.5

.

.v

,

0.2

0.4

1.1
2.7
2.0
2.5

---k

2.7
2.8
2.4
2.8

2.4
2.9

'3.7
4.9

i

°

...

-,

__

1:8
42.3
15.2
15.0

, 12.9
12.8
11.6
11.8.

.1.4
3.4
7.9'
6.7

.

.

4r..

SOURCE: Survey of Current Buiiness. Animal Surveys of Fiscal Policy.
a! Based on estimated budget outlays and revenues assuming unemployment rate of 5 percent "full employment" level
b. Includes U I, Eti, FSB and SUA (Special Unemployment Assistance, a temporary program that paid benefits during the period to workers not

yet covered by U1). 9 -

c. For 1975-76 includes the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, the Revenue Adjustment Act 13( 1975: and the Tax Reform Act for 1976 For 1977 in- '
eludes only the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977. Reductions estimated assuming full employinent

A
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Second, the data in table 1V.2 show that even though FSB
benefits were small relative to the overall federal budget,.
they were relkively large wberi compared with all UI benefits
or with spending under public service employment pro-
grams. During the period 1975.3-1976.2 (when FSB benefits
for a full 26-...eek period ,Were in effect in practically all
states), payMents under FSB amounted to about 20 percent
of all UI benefits and to perhaps as much as 30 percent of
"recession induced" (those being paid because of the above
normal levels of unemployment). UI benefits. Hence, FSB
contributed in a major way to the stabilizing ability of the UI
system as a whole. Similarly, for most of the quarters during
the recessionFSB benefits totaled more than expenditures
under public service employment programs, so they
shouldn't be regarded as trivial to overall stabilization ef-
forts. ,

A third conclusion is that the actual timing of FSB benefit
payments *ng the 114546 period was not precisely consis-
tent with needs of stabilization policy. Aggregate
Paynients did .not peak until 1976.1, a period well after the
trough, of. art recession had been passed. Similarly, FSB
benefit leVels in the first two huarters of 1975 were relatively'
small although these were probably the quarters during
which the benefits were most needed for maintaining ag-
greg r asing power. The-reason for this lag in the
gr wth of- SB benefits relates to the particular way inwhich
FSB was implemented and to the nature of its relationship
with the regular UI1 program: We now examine these issues.

A first obvious reason for the lag in the start of large-scale
spending under FSB' is simply that it took time for -in-
dividuals suffering layoffs in the early stages of the recession
(say, November, or December 1974) to be unemployed long
enough to qualify for FSB. Regular UI plus EB provided in-
dividuals' with 1.5 times their regular UI entitlement, which

pwf

to
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for many recipients (though not, of course, for all workers)
amounted to 39 weeks ,of benefits. Hence, the majority of
workers laid off in late 1974 might have started to collect
FSB sometime in the third quarter of 1975. The sharp up-
4_,4wing in FSB benefits in 1975.3 and 1975.4 reflects exactly
this lagged response to the recessionary layoffs.' Benefit
payments during early 1975, on the other hand, went
priniarily tre individuals who had been laid -off prior to the
recession but had not ended their UI benefit years when FSB
went into effech. These individuals constituted a "backlog"
that became eligible for benefits immediately upon
plertriStation of the FSB program.' The presence of this lag
between recessionary layoffs and the actual buildup of FSB
payments makes it necessary., to modify somewhat the
theoretical notion that emergency UI extensions represent
highly flexible and, responsive tools for macroeconomic
stabilization purposes. Rather, the lag between policy iin-
oldnientation and, the ultimate timing of its impact should be,
clearly recognized.

Although purely administrative implementation problems
also'caused some part of the lag in the buildup of FSB
benefit paym.ents, the effect was probably negligible. By the
end of the first quarter of 1975 all- states had reached agree-
!Tient with the Department of Labor to begin paying benefits,
and operational problems in making thdse payments were
relatively small despite the 'tie& load problems being ex-
perienced by local UI officeA. Probably more significant

.7. the Increase in caseloads also reflected iniplementation of the second tier of FSB in
March 1975.

8. Because of the way in which Ul benefit' years are defined, some individuals in the FSB
backlog had lost their jobs well before 1974. The Mathernatica sample of FSB recipients
contains a small number of individualstwho started a benefit year as early as 1971, for ex-
ample. This occurred because some individuals had exhausted their EB entitle)nent but had

not fo'und subsequent reemployment in states that had not gone off EB since 1971 (primari-
ly Washington). For these individuals, FSB represented a pure windfall.

«1
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from a macroecfnomic perspective were the legislative and
operational difilculttes-involved in finally terminating the
FSB program. As table IV.2 shows, FSB benefits continued
at an annual rate of over $2.0 billion into the first quarter of .-
1977, more than a year and one-half after the low point Of-
economic activity. This occurred because FSB was gradually
phased out state-by-State via trigger mechanis s an
because, even when new claims were no longer being ac-
cepted under FSB, individuals already collecting benefits
were entitled-to their full extensionS--. Of course, it might be
argued that fiscal stimulation was still needed for the
economy welt into 1977, but whether FSB was an ap-
propriate policy, for that purpose remains an open issue. On
the one hand, FSB benefits, because they were conce1ntrated
in areas of high unemployment, probably did continue to ex-
ert a beneficial effect On local economies. On the other hand,
from a macroeconomic perspective, it niay be the case that
stimulative policies in the upswing of the business cycle are
better focused on investment than on consumption activities
and therefore other policies might have dominated FSB in
long term effectiveness.

F. Conclusion

In this chapter we have developed conceptual bases for
judging the allocational effects of emergency extended UI
benefits programs and have reviewed some FSB program im-
p.acts" on these effects. For some issues, the FSB-provided
evidence seems relatively clear. For example, although there

.is some uncertainty about the precise size of the effect, there
seems to be sufficient empirical support for the proposition
that longer potential UL durations do provide an incentive
for individuals to remain unemployed longer. On a
macroeconomic level, FSB benefits, were shown to have
potentially stabilizing effects, although the program did ex-

4
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9

hibit some shortcomings in terms of the precik timing of its
fiscal impact. Relative to discretionary tax reductions and
variousoutomatic stabilizers, however, the effect, of FSB was
quite small.

Although the analysis of FSB so far does clarify some
allocational questions, several others remain relatively un-
touched. There is, for example, no very good evidence about
the effect of FSB benefits on recipients' job search behavior.
Nor has there been an empirical investigation of how the
macroeconomic effects of FSB might differ ?rom the effects
of other federal transfer programs. Answers to these and
several other questions are needed if we are to -,have a com
plete assessment of the allocational effects of emergency UI
extensions.

p



V. DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS OF FSB

A. Introduction

In this chapter we examine two tributional arguments
for extension of,FSB during recessions The first, which we
term the "intertemporal equity argu ent," concerns the
question of whether workers laid off uring recessions are
treated by ur in a way similar to wo ers laid off during nor
mal periods, and the extent to which extensions are necessary
to assure similaritrof treatment. A second argument for ex-
tensionswhat we call the "iiicome maintenance
argument " concerns the necessity of providing extended
benefits to low income workers during recessions. Our ex-
amination of these argurients begins insection B with a brief
analysis of the intertemporal equity issue and is followed in
section C with a more extended treatment of the question for
FSB specifically. Section D considers tltheoretical income
maintenance arguments for benefit extensions, followed by
an analysis (in section E) of the FSB experience. Section F
provides a brief summary ot our analysis of distributional
issues.

B. Intertemporal Equity and Benefit Extensions
-

One goal of the UI system is to provide insurance protec-
tion for individuals suffering a loss of earnings through in
voluntaty. unemployment. Because of financial constraints
and potential, disincentive effects, only a portion of lost

67
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weekly earnings is replaced by UI and the duration of
benefits is limited. Consequently, it is necessary to develop a
measure of "adequacy" in order to judge how well,the UI
system meets its protection goals.. Most discussions of this
concept have focused on the weekly benefit amount and
compared it to both past earnings and to a recipient's
"nondeferrable" or "recurrent" expenses. The assumption
behind this latter concept is that if UI benefits cover recur-
rent expenses (food, mortgage payments, and so forth), in-
dividuals will not be forced to make major spending pattern
adjustments while unemployed. Any loss in their standards
of living will be limited and temporary; their standards will
return to pre - layoff levels once they are reemployed. Clearly,
the potential duration of benefits is an irriponant factor in
determining the adequacy of UI protection. If benefits
covered only a small part Of an individual's layoff period,

would be judged inadequate regardless of how high
weekly payments were. Furthermore, potential durations
that might be judged adequate during nonrecessionary
periods might be inadequate during the lengthy unemploy-
ment spells of a recession. This latter point suggests a ra-
tionale for the extension of benefits during recessionary
periods: if we wish to treat individuals equally in -terms of
benefit adequacy, those laid off during recessions should be
eligible for longer potential durations of UI than individuals
laid off during nonrecessionary periods. This argument is
similar to the insurance rationale for extensions presented in
the previotis chapter, where it was shown that extensions
may be required to maintain the Voptimal" lgyel of in-,
surance protection when labor market conditions worsen.
Both arguments suggest focusing on how well extended
benefits programs compensate for the effects of lengthening
unemployment during recessions. We now examine that
question for FSB.

A.
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C. FSB Coverage of Lengthening Unemployment Spells.
During the 1974-75 Recession

In this section we examine the extent to which extended
benefits provided under FSB compensated for the longer
unemployment spells experienced by individuals. The discus-
sion is divided into three parts. The first part examines some
general measures of labor market experiences during the
1974-75 recession and describes the difficulties involved in
using those measures to appraise FSB. Next, we examine UI
exhaustion rates- and the effect of FSB upon them.
we show that exhaustion rates alone may not provide a com-
plete picture of UI adequacy during recessions and propose a
more general measure of the overall earnings replacement
that UI provides.

Unemployment Spells During the Recession

It is clear that the average length of unemployment spells,.
increased substantially during the recession of the mid 1970s._
Table V.1 reports some general measures of unemployment
during that period, including'a summary of the unemploy-
ment spell figures customarily published from pe Current
Population Survey (CPS).' These data show that as the na-
tional total unemployment rate rose from 5 percent in the
first quarter of 1974 to nearly 9 percent in 1975.2, the
reported median length of unemployment spells rose from
4.7 weeks to nearly Si weeks. Even more significant from the
perspective of UI extended benefits programs, the propor-
tion of all unemployment spells accounted for by spells that
were currently over 26 weeks in duration rose dramatically
from only 7 percent of the total in 1974.1 to more than i0

I. This survey is conducted monthly by the Census tureau and is the principal source of
U.S. labor market data.

fr/ r
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TABLE V.1 b."

Unemployment Measures During the Mid 1970s

Calendar
Quarter

Total
Unemployment

,Rate

Current Unemployment Spells, "'Insured
Unemployment

Rateb
Average Duration

(Weeks)
Median Duration

(Weeks)
P centa

Over eeks

1974.1 5.0 9.5 4.7 7.0 3.2
2 5.1 9.7 4.8 7.5 3.3
3 51.6 9.9 5.0 7.6 3.3
4 6 .'7 9.9 5.1 7.4 4.4

,/

1975.1 8.2 11.3 4 6.9 9.3 5.8
2 8.9 13.9 8.8 13.6 6.5
3 8.5 15.5 9.0 18.4 6.1

4 8.3 16.2 9.1 19.8 5.3

1976.1 7.7 ' 16.5 8.7 21.0 4.2
2' 7.6 15.9 7.9 18.5 4.4
3 7.7 15.5 7.8 16.7 4.8
4 7.7 15.2 8.0 17.0 4.7

1977.1
.

7.5 i 14.8 7.4 16.5 4.0
2
3

7:2
6.9 ,r 14.6

13:1
6.9
7.1

15.2
13.8

3.8
4.0

4
(

6.6 11,6 6.9 13.4 3.9

SOLI( ES (.. olumns 1-4 Lnipintrnent and Laming., s.ariou, issues ( ulumn 5 tnentploirnent Inseifirce Statism s, s di 1011, INSULS

NO I E All data are national figures. seasonal!) admstet1
a Spell duration represtvits kmnttnuous weeks of unemployment up to time of monthly surrey
h Insured unemployment rates retied regular l'l tslaimants only I B and I SR daimants are exyluded
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percent of the larger totals in late 1975 and early 1976. This
expansion in the incidence of long unemployment spells also
had the effect of increasing the reported average spell length
substantially.

Using these published figures on the length of unemploy-
ment spells to assess the desirability of the benefit extensions
incorporated into the FSB progam poses a number of dif-,
ficulties. First, the data include many unemployed in-
dividuals who were not eligible for UI (new entrants and UI
exhaustees,. for example). Exact how the length of com-
pleted unemployment spells of UI recipients changed during
the recession is not known. Second, CPS data on unemploy-
ment spells and known to exhibit a numker of conceptual
problems that make it difficult to infer froth them what is ac-
tually happening to individuals' unemployment spells.' And,
third, UI and the CPS use different tests to differentiate be-
tween individuals who are temporarily unemployed and
those who are out'of the labor, force. It is possible that many
of the individuals idenlified as being long term unemplqyed
in the CPS would not meet' UI "availability for work" re-
quirements. Also, the CPS data include UI exhaustees who
cannot collect additional UI during their present uriemploy-
m t spell.. 41-fence, . the CPS data may overstate' the
une ployment duration of UI recipients. These combined
shortcomings of the CPS data make it impossible to ascer-
tain the extent to which the incidence of relatively long
unemployment spells increased among individuals eligible
for UI during the recession of the mid 1970s.

2. See, for example, Kaitz (1970) who points out that there are two opposite biases in the
CPS figures. The fact that the CPS does not measure completed spells but rather spells in
progress biases estimated spell lengths downward. The fact that the CPS oversamples tho;e
with long spells Wasps estimated spell lengths upward. During periods when average spell

lengths are increasing, this second effect is likely to become the more important bias

., --,
,.5
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About all that can be concluded the CPS data on
lengthy unemployment spells is that the prevalence Of such
spells obviously increased ancikthat the intertemporal equity
criterion suggests that UI benefits should have been extended
to cover some portion of them. Whether extensions under
EB alone would have been sufficient for that purpose is dif-
ficult to say. Data on mean and median spell lengthg from
the CPS suggest that EB was insufficient because these in-
dicators increased by much more than the 50 percent expan-
sion in UI entitlement that EB provides.lit such calcula-
tions are,, at best, only indicative of the need for an FSB-type
emergency program and provide little guidance as to the
shape such a program should take. To obtain more specific
insights into the question requires the use of other indicators.

Effect of FSB on Exhaustion Rates

One indicator of the need for FSB-type extensions is.pro-
vided by studies of UI exhaustion rates and how they were
a cted by FSB availability. Because FSB provided as many

26 additional weeks of benefits, it presumably had a
significant impact on the probability that any individual
completely exhausted his or her full UI entitlement. Assess-
ing the precise size of thatigfect is madefficult, however,
by the absence of detailed gitudinal data for a random
sample of UI rrcipients from which exhaustion rates might
be measured directly. Rather, exhaustion rates under FSB
must be inferred from existing program data, from various
special samples of UI recipients, and from aggregate
statistical studie4. Here wweview these sources of informa-
tion and conclude that they slow a reasonably consistent pic:
turethat FSB reduced total exhaustion rates for UI during
the recession of the mid 1970s to levels well below those that
characterized regular UI during nonrecessionary periods.

A
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Table V.2 presents quarterly aggregate program data on
ihe number of first and final payments made to recipients
under state UI programs and under FSB for the period
1973.1 to 1977.4. The table also shows the ratio of the
number of UI final payments to the number of UI first
payments, lagged two quarters, which, although it poses a
number of difficult interpretational problems, is a figure fre-
quently referred to as "the" exhaustion rate for regular UI.3
Because quarterly exhaustion rates defined in this way have
major seasonal components, five-quarter moving averages
of the rates are reported in.the table. These' data show that
immediately prior to the recession, about 30 percent of UI
recipients were exhausting their regular UI benefits, a figure
somewhat above the 25 percent no`rni usually believed to
characterize the UI program during periods of relatively full
employment. During the recession (roughly the period
1974.4-1975.4, a period long enough to include the lagged ef-
fects of the sharp downturn in late 1974), exhaustion rates
for regular UI.were about 10-12 percentage points above the
pre-recession levels. That is, during thg recession, approx-
imately 40-42 percent of UI recipients exhausted their regular
benefit entitlement.

Did FSB, in combination with the permanent standby EB
program, succeed in substantially mitigating this recession-
induced rise in regular UI exhaustion rates? Although. the

L absence of detailed longitudinal data on regular UI recipients
during the period precludeS an exact answer, EB and FSB
program data (reported in table V.3) provide a rough

1 As an approximation to the theoretical concept of the probability tioat an ndiidual UI
recipient will exhaust his or her benefits, this calculated exhaustion ratio is subject to biases

arising from aggregation, seasonality, the changing composition of the pool of UI re-
cipients (especially instates with savable duration proxisiors), and the complex effects that

aLcompany,Thanges in LI duration proxisions Aggregate data must be used, hosseLer,

because theoretically 4. orrect exhaustion probabilities from program rIpCr.ating data are not

available on a regular basis

4
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TABLE V.2

Quarterly Program Data for Regular UI and FSB, 1973 -77

Regular (.11 Program' FSB Program'

Calendar

Quarter

First
?smelts

(Thosmaods)

Final

Payments

(Thousods)

Morin Average
&Yana Ion

Rate"

Fine

Payments

(Thousands)

Fisal

Payments

(Thousand)

1973.1

2

3

4

1974.1

2

3

4

1791

1074

W6
1207

2455

1304

1622 '

2348

422

397

342

333

421

504

509

492

0.28

0.30
0.30

0.32

0.29

0.33

0.36

0.40

1975 1 4064 737 0.38 435 40

2 2466 1210 0.41 _.. 597 266

3 2100 1255 0.43 755 430

4 1935 976 0.43 i. 874 476 ,

1976.1 2908 953 0.37 753 514

2 1705 864 0.39 667 434

3 1937 767 0.40 410 285

4 1 2036 701 0.38 388 267

1977 f 3040 811 0.35 428 267

2 1530 776 0.36 344 282

3 1732 6§7 0.36 297 158

4 1682 592 0.35 107 202
-14

SOURCE. Regular Unemployment Insurance First and Final Payments from Unemployment Insurance

Statistics (venous itsues) Exhaustion rates calculated by the author. FSB data from special tabulations
provided by the Unemployment Insurance Service of the U S. Department of Labor's Employment and

Trauung AdnunIstrauon.

a. Excludessteciments who drew benefiti*Under federal unemployment compensation prpgrams for
federal civil service employees (UCFE) and exiruhtary servicemen (UCX).

b. Five quarter mcrinng averages of quarterly exhaustion rates calculated a linalikents in each_

quarter divided by rust payments in quarter ending us months earlier.

1 .
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estimate of the effects. These data indicate that EB exhaus-
tion rates during the 1974-1977 period averaged about 66 J.,
percent. Hence availability of EB alone reduced the exhaus-
tion rate from about 40 percent for regular U1 to about 26-28
percent (= .66 x .40-.42), or to somewhat below the prof
recession level. Availability of FSB reduced the rate still fur-
ther. Tht FSB data in table V.3 indicate an exhaustion rate
for that program of about 60 percent. Hence it appears that
with the FSB paid during the recession of the mid 1970's,
only about 16-17 percent (= .26-.28 x .6) of those individuals
who received a first payment under the regular state U1 pro-
gram clueing, the period remained unemployed sufficiently
long so as to, exhaust all benefits. FSB reduced the final ex-.
haustion rate to well below its full. employment

TABLE V.3

Annual Program Data for EB and FSB, 1974-1977

Fear

EB Program FSB Program

First

Payments

(Thousands)

Final

Payments

qbousands)

Final First

Payments

First

Payments

(Tboomods)

Mud #
Payments

(Thousands)

Final - First

Payments .

1974 945 468 - 4

1975 4012 ,1.477 - 2661' . 1212

411.

1976 32??3" -2405 2218 1500

1977 1761 1176 909

Total, P.

1974.77 10836 2111 066 3621 0.60.

for EB from Handbook of Unemployment Insurance financial Data, U S Department of

t and Training Atinumstrations, Unemployment Insurance Say= Data for FSB from

ores provided by the Unemplornent insurance Service.
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Another way of estimating the impact of FSB on the.final
exhau'stibn rate for UI uses statistical regressiOn'techniques.
In a case study of Pennsylvania and, teorgiamplght..(1975)

Mfound that the final exhaustion rate,fOr UI uld be kept ,

relatively constant by a policy of increasing potential dura-
tions by about 4 -5 weeks for each 1 pericentage point increase
in the insured unemployment rate (IUR) above 4 percent.`-

A Since, as previously shown, the IUR reached a maximum 'Of
about 6.5 percent (on a seasonally adjusted basis)'during the

recession, an increase of 12.43 weeks of potential benefits
(approximately what was provided by EB) would 'have kept.
the firial exhaustion rate relatil)ely constant, according to the
Pennsylvania and Georgia analyses. The larger increases
resulting, from Implemestation of FSBwonid prtsumably
have reduced that rate.

A a

Similaitsresults usidg aggregate data from all 50 states were
estitnated by-Nicholson and corsori(1.97ii). They found that
the positive effect On exhausiions of a percentage point in-
crease in the RIR could be offset 'by a 15 percent increase
average potential durations. (This calculation 'ditregards any
disincentive effects that may arise from increases in potential
durations. Such effects were discussed in the previous
chapter.) Hence, the impact of the risein the IUR from a:5
percent prior to. the recession to 6,5 jpgrceiit at its height ,.

A could have beencoffset by roughly a50 percent expansion in
potential durations,, which is about the expansion that wasodp

N
.provided under the regular EB program'. TheNicholson-
Corson resultg suggest that the additional duration provided
by FSB (over and above that from E) should have reduced
final exhaustion rates to about half the level they would have

. been in the program's alencea finding 'generally consis-
tent with similar'estimates prcoiided from, the program data

.10

The IUR reflects regular UI claims only.

.

A.;

I
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FSB Compensano for Earnings Lossp

The argtiment presented 'above implicitly assumes that the
exhaustion 'rate is an appropriate measure of whether UI is
providing protection during*essionary periods similar to
the protection provided din-trig normal periods. An alter-
nlive and more comprehensive measure of protection is
provided by the "earnings' replacement rate"--that is, the
ratio of -all UI .benefits received during the period of
unemployment to the after -tax earnings losses suffered dur-
ing that period. We examine this measure of protection with
the purpose of identifying how durations must be adjuSted to
keep average earnings replacement rates, roughly conipatable
between 'recessionary and nonrecessionary peiods. The
average' earnings replacement rate can be expressed as a
weighted average of the mean.eknings replacement rates of
exhaustees and nonexhaukees.5

r = (1-p) WRR + pWRR (1i)
,

where: °.1
v_44.'

4,4,

r = expected replacement rave , .
p = probabAity of benefk; exhauaity??: "
D = pote ti benefits durationor typical claimant
S = unemployment duration for,exhaustees

WRR = UI weekly benefit amount divided by after-tax
earnings on the pre-UI job.

*To understand how ,this equation works it maybe helpful
to 'consider a 'few examples. First, conTlaimant who

5 This foimulation ignores the waiting week but that omission does not affect our results
substantially. The appendix to this'chapter presents results that take account of the waiting

week.
$
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does not expect to exhaii4t his or her benefits. Then p = 0,
and r and WRR are identical (say approximately 0.4 for
typNiscal claimants). FOr an 'individual with the same WRR
who has a 50 percent probability of exhausting his or her
benefits, the computation also requires knowledge of the ex:
pected total weeks of unemployment. Suppose S = 39 for
exhaustees and that D = 26. Then r can be calculated to be
0.5 [ = .5 x .6 + .5 x .6 x (26/39)]. In our analysis of the

-0 equation, we assume that 4ts various components take on
their average valpes in the population. We are therefore
analyzing the situation ofa typical claimant.

44

We expect that' the IFIDbaliility of exhaustion and
unemploymeAd ration are functions of the unemployment
rate and UI potentididuration. An examinationthe ex:
pression shows, .-as we would expect, that if tireexhaustion
,rate increases.., the expected replacement rate drops. Further-
more, if we increase potential duiation sufficiently so as16
hold the exhaustion rate constant during a recession, the
replacement rate may still drop if the ratio of potential UI
duration to actual unemployment duration of eNhaustees
declines. This may well be the typical case in a recession
when duration of unemployment t be much longer
than normal. Thus, .11olding exhaustion ;at constant (as
described previously) may not hold the earnin: replacement
rate Constant.

To examine this' relationship in. more etail we can'
calculate what cliange iri potential duration 11:maintain a

°constant earnings replacement rate for an in vidual when
unemployment rates rise. In the Append& to th hapter we
show that a I percentage point rise in the insure nemploy-t-
iltent rate can be offset by a 5t1..oveek rise in the potential
duration of UI benefits. Furthermore, weshow that if poten-
tial durations are increased only enough to keep the exhaus'-

. . e

0
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tion rate constant', the rnings replacement rate will drop
slightly. (less than o e-half a percentage point). By thi
criteriort.,'potential d ration should have keen increased d
ing the recession of thermid 1970s by about 15 -1.8 weeps
because the IUR roe about 3.0 to 3..5 points during that
period. That is, EB enefits alone were opt quite enough to
keep average ear= replacement rates constant, but the
addition of up to Z6 -weeks of FSB (in addition to 13 weeks of
EB) was too much. One additional 13-week extension (or
less) through FSB would have been more than sufficient to
provide,individuals laid off during the receioh with earn-
ings repl cement rates s"rhilar to those of individuals laid off
prior to ttc recession.

t-ie , waether FSB was "necessary" in okilet for the UI
syst .m to continue to provide protection to unemployed

,.-- workers against earnings losses resulting from the recession
Similar towhat is available durifig periods

' remains a .difficult question. Clearly, the inci nce of long
term unemployment increased substantially during the reces-
sion and some type of extended benefits program was re-

. quired if the commitment to provide workers with similar
prOtection for their complete unemployment spells was to be
fulfilled. General labor market data suggest that extensions
provided under the regular EB prograave been in-
sufficient to meet this need. But such aggregate measures of
duration the subject to a number of biase§ which may
overstate the needs of the.UI-eligible population for longer
UI j)otection. Data on FSB exhaustions suggest that EB
alone Might have been sufficient to prevent exhaustion rates
from rising dt.t4itg the recession. Of course, even if exhads-
tion rates were held constant, she absolute number of ex-.
haustees would have increased because of the increase in the
total number of UI recipients duringdthe period. EB alone
might not have prevented some decline in earnings replace-

4

V7
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. ment. ra es, which our estimates show would, have fallen
sightly. ut that fall could have been offset by extensions of
a uch maller magnitude than FSB `actually provided.

D. Income Maintenance and Benefit Extensioni

A second' distributional rationale for FSB relates to the
concern that individuals who exhaust regulai UI plus EB
during a recession will lose their principal source of income
and' fall below poverty, level. By this argument, the only
feasible way to maintain above pdverty level incomes for
these exlvastees is to extend UI beilefits. This'argument then
focuses attention on the lower end of the income distribution
and suggests that the adequacy of extended benefits be
judged relative to a social standard such as the poverty line
rather than relative to an individual's-pre-UI earnings or
recurrent expenses. The discussion then reflects the blurring
of the distinction between UI and welfare (first presented in
chapter II) that occurs as longer potential durations arrex-
amined. -

Tills antipoverty rationale for UI extensions during reces-
sions is based '..ion two-implicit assumptions. First, it is as
sumed that. present income maintenance progra9fs" will not
provide exhaustees with an income large 'enough to prevent a
substantial increase in the number and proportion of -ex-.
haustee households with incomes _below the poverty line.
Second, it is assumed that the 'incidence of low ipComes

among exhaustees will be mar; severe during-krecession. If
this were not the case, this, argument for UI extensibns-could

V be applied to nonrecessionary periods as well.6 The possibiti-

6. In fact, even if the incidence of poverty is higher during recessions, we might argue that if

we help poor exhaustees dupng recessioil.s, we *Quid do the same when there is no reces-

sion. Doing this, bowever, would altar the.UI pr ram's insuiance- orientation on a perma-

nent rather than temporary basis.

4
a-
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.4-

ty that the poverty problem among exhaustees is more
serious during 'recessions is based on three additional con-
siderations. First, during recessions other household income
(e.g., spouse's earnings) is likely to be lower, which will con-
tribute to a greater incidence of poverty after UI benefits are
exhausted. Second, if potential UI durations were extended
during recessions to yield exhaustion rates, that equalled
those of nonrecessionary periods, exhaustees might still be
expected to face longer post-exhaustion spells of unemploy-
ment than during nonrecessionary periods. In chat case, in-
tertemporal equity considerations would suggest etding
durations to equalize the overall rate of earnings replacement
provided by UI in recessionary and nonrecessionary times.
And third, even if post-exhaustion duratiOns of unemploy-
ment were unaffected by the recession, we might argyeahat
individuals observed during nonrecessionary periods have a

c mponent to their unemployment. Othertgreater voluntary
things equal, the istence of lower res&-vatiori wages or
smaller.UI disincentiVe_effects.iduring recessions would pro-
vide wing evidence of this and would provide a rationale for

+further income support. In the next section we examine each
of these.considerations in the.case of FSB.

E. Antipoverty Effects of FSB

In this section we use data frbm the FSB program to
discuss three issues related to the antipoverty argument for
emergency benefit extensions. First, we *examine whether
other income security prOgrams..would have proyided ade-
qualg_protection to EB exhaustees. Next, we invettikate
whether exhausteei are more needy during recessions. Final-
ly, we ask how well FSB actually fulfilled antipoverty goals.

,c
i

.
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Adequacy of Other Income Security Programs

Tables V.4 and V.5 show whether other income security
programs would have provided adequate protection to EB
exhaustees in the absence of FSB. Data in table V.4 show
eligibility rates for each of four major means-tested pro-
grams that might have provided income to 'EB. exhaustees in
the absence of FSB.' The data make clear that most families
would, not have been eligible for any means-tested benefits
except food stamps. Considering both the income and asset
tests for eligibility, 57 percent of the families would have
been eligible for food stamps and only 10 pprcent eligible for
either the regular AFDC. program (Aid to Families with
Dependent Children) or the AFDC-U (unemployed parent)
program. Very few families would have been eligible for
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or means-tested

--veterans' benefits, The low number of households eligible
for AFDC, SSI, and yeterans' benefits compared with food'
stamps derives mostly from the fact, that few FSB families
fell into The categories of families serviced by these pro-
grams,' that is, single-parent families with children or two-
parent families with an unemployed father or an in-
capacitated parent the aged,(SSI),1 or veterans with
wartime experience (veteians' tenefits).-For Txample, only 5
percenrof the fartkilies met the categorical requiremehts for
regulaL- AFDC and only IQ percent met those for AFDC-U:
The Fdod Stamp Prdgram, on the 'other hand, has no
categorical requirements. The inipact of these categorical re-,

e 4

7. A detailed discussion of the method used to compute eligibility and benefits is contained
in Corson et al. (1977), appendix 8. Ap analagous method was used to compute eligibility
and benefits for the welfare'reform proposal in this chapter.

8. SS11s also available to the blind and disabled, however. It was'assumed that FSB re-
cipients, given their mst, work experience, were Unlikely to meet the SSI requirements for
blindness or disability. This assumption was als$usyd in the eligibilitrcalculations for the
welfare reform proposal that is described tielo'w.
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TABLE V.4

Percentages of FSB Households Eligible for Benefits Under
Selected Transfer Programs If Unemployment Compensation
Had Not Been Available
(15 State Suivey, 1975-77)

Percentage of FSB Recipients
Transfer Programs Eligible fbr Progi-am

Aid to Families with Deyendent.C-hildren (AFDC) ...
Categorically Eligible

AFDC Regular 5.40/0'

- AFDC-U 10.1 -

Income Eligible (AFDC and AFDC-U Combined) 12.3

Income and Asset Eligible (AFDC and AFDC-U Combined) 9.7

Supplemental Security Income
Categorically Eligible ro.2
Income Eligible . 5.2.
Incoinrand Asset Eligible--

Food Stamps
Income Eligible ,iik

nconie and Asset Eligible ."

Means-Tested Veterans' Benefits
Categorically-Eligible
Income Eligible

64.8
56.8

1:4

Weighted Sample Siie* 6,316

SOURCE: Corson et al. (1977), Table IV.S.

NOTE: "CategOrically Eligible" means that recipients' fainiliesA categories required for
program eligibility (e.g., that they had minor children in the household). "Income
Eligible" means that the family was both categorically eligible and had an income suffi-
ciently low to ISeeligible for program.benefits. lipicome and Alset Eligible" Weans that the
family wasboth income eligible and met asset tests imposed by the program.

a. Saiipleizes for computatiOnevary because of incomplete survey data icir certain items.

4
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A

s.
TABLE V.51c

Percentage Distribution of FSB Households by Ratio of Income
at FSB Start (Assuming Full Utilization of Transfer Benefits)
to Poverty Income Level, for Selected Measures of Income
(15 State Survey, 1975-77)

Jtado of Household
Income to Poverty Line

Income
Excludes FSB

Income
Includes FSB

0.0-0.5 , 25.3% 0.6%
0.5-1.0 14.0 16.4
1.0-1.5. 18.8 22.2
1.5-2.0 12.6 14.8
2.0-3.0 15.5 21.4
3.0-4.0 8.0 12.6
4.0 and Over 5.8 12.1

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Weighted Sample Size 6,094 . 5,816

SOURCE: Corson et al. (1977Y, Table 11/..6.

a. All Inc°. me measures assume full utilization of transfer benefits including the bonus
value of food stamps. Income from this latter source is currently not counted in the official
U.S. government definition of income.'

b. If a ratio of income to the poverty line, calculated to several decimal points, equalled the
boundary between two specific clasi intervals, that observation was assigned to the lower
class interval. )

c. Sample sizes vary due to incomplete, survey data for certain items.

quire ments is illustrated most strohgly by considering female
heads of households in which no male resided. In this case,
data (not reported in the table) show that 74 per ent of these
families were categorically1eligible and 70 pe cent of that
total were income arid asset cttigille for'AFDC, et this latter
group accounted for only 5 percent of the total SB popula-
tion.

II
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Because AFDC and SSI eligibility imply food stamp
eligibility, approximately 13 percent of those on FSB would
have-been eligible for two or more of the major welfare pro-
grams. Thus, very few would -have been eligible for more
than one progfam that provides cash or, in t e case of food
stamps, "near" cash benefits. The bulk o the recipients
with low incomes would have been eligi.,/for ood stamps
only.

Despite these low eligibility rates, it is possible that the
, programs' benefits might have been concentrated on those
with<the lowest household incoe§,, and, therefore, that we
might still conclude that extensions of UI were not necessary
to maintain inconies at some s'Inimal level. To investigate
this issue, we imputed benefits from transfer programs,
assuming full utilization by eligible recipients of FSB, and
examined the distribution of household income relative to
thcpoverty line at thedateof first receipt of FSB. The results
are reported in table V.5 for two income distributions. The
first excludes FSB from income received at the start of FSB
and adds imputed transfers (including the bonus value of
food stamps9), using the dollar value of transfer benefits that
FSB recipients would have been eligible for in the absence or
FSB. ,The second one includes FSB and uses imputed
transfers that F$13 recipients would have been eligible for
while receiving FSB. The data clearly show that,',for many
households, the current means - tested transfer system would
not have maintained household incomes at even a minimal
leYel in the absence of FSB benefits. Thirty-nine percent. of
the households would have,had incomes below the poverty
line in the absence of. FSB (counting imputed transfers),

.

9 The data ate not comparable to standard goyernment,tabulations'whicli do not count
any in-kind benefits asanco. me Food stamps were included here because they are potential.
ly an'imponant income source for the population being examined.
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,

white only 17 percent would have had incomes below poverty
while on FSB if all welfare benefits were fully utilized.'°

The faces that few of the FSB recipients_were categorically
eligible for cash benefit programs and that UI benefits yiere .
usually more generous than AFDC or SSI and food'stamps,
were the main reasons 'why the current means-tested transsferl
pTograms woiltd not have filled the gap in income that w;ould

have been left in the absence of an FSB program. Before
concluding, however, that this situation will continue to be

- itrue in future recessions, we, examine the implications of .

potential changes in the exiting welfare systenl.

Among the most important proposed reforms of the cur-
rent system is the 'removal, of categorical restrictions on
eligibility for benefits.. Because these restrictions are one of
the main reasons why current means-tested programs do not

-fill the income gap, that would be left if UI were not
available', we reexamined this question assuming the Carter
Administration's. 1977 welfare reforrii proposal had been
enacted (The Program for Better Jobs and.Incorne).'eThis
proposal would have replaced the AFDC, SSI, and Fobd
StaMp programs with a federal cash benefit program for all
types of families; state snpplernents for the aged, blind,
disabled, and farhilies with children; an expanded Earned In-
come Tax Credit: 4nd. public jobs for adult members of
families with children. While such an ambitious, far-
reaching prograrst may never' be 'enacted, a reanalysis
substituting this programt?or the current -means- tested'

10. These comparisons ignore possible behavioral re1ponses by RSO fiouseholds to thd loss

of Ut benefits. That is, some individuals might-bpve accepted jobs if benefits had not been

extended.
1

11. This analysis is reported in Corson (1978). The Carter proposal nimilar to Many other
recent suggestions and is therefore indicative of the more general issue of 'bow welfare,

reform might affect the need for entergency extensions. 1/,

(
t..)
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transfer systerrrshows that 58 percent of the. FSB households
would have been eligible for one or ore of the proposed
benefits (cash, taic credit, or a job) in

or bore
absence of F'SB. A

comparison of the effectiveness of this policy proposal' in
pre enting poverty'among pote I FSB recipients.is.Rrovid-
*ed in table V.6. That table sh s that, althoueChe in-
cidenee of po,verty in the abse ce of FSB is reduced only
marginally (from 39 percent to 33 percent) under the welfare
reform opfim, benefits under that program wo Id be con-
centrated,upon the correct households. For exam le, under
this plan 13 percent of the households, .contare with 25
percent under the current system, would have had incomes
trlow 50 percent of the. poverty line.;FSB would still have
had additional antipoverty effect; virtually no households
would have had incomes below half the pOverty line and only
17 percent would have been below the poverty line. Whether
this additional antipoverty 'effect ould be desirable during a

%future recession is, of course; a pntical question. However,
the data make clear that the antipOyerty argument fol. UI ex-
tensions would be less persuasive if a inajop Welfare reform
proposal, were5acted . .

0
Income Needs for ExhausteesDuring Recessions'

. ,

Another assumption underlying the antipoverty argument
for FSB-type extensions is that we expect the effect' of the
loss of UI benefits to be more severe during secessions.
Otherwise, the antipoverty, argument would apply to
nonr es ionary periods as. well. As outlined in the previous
section, fa pieCes of empirical evidence cdula support this

1.. hypothesis: available houselWld jncbme might be less during
recessions in the absence ofvUi extensions, post-exhaustion
unemployment durations might be longq, and both reserva-
tion wages and the disincentiVt effects of extensions might be.
smaller during recessions (thereby implying that the
tefii unemployed 'were "more deserving"). °.

.7' e
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TABLB V.6

Antipoverty Effectiveness' of FSB, Current Welfare
System and Welfare Reform Option'

Percettige oti/Housebolds
'Percentage of Households Below 0.5 Times

Oyon I Below Poverty Line Poverty Line

No FSB, Current
Welfare Prograni 394o

No FSB. Welfare
Reform Option 333/4

FSB plus Current
Welfare Program . 174o

S

2507o

13%

Igo

a. Calculations based on data from initial and follow-up FS11 surveys

Unfortunately, little relevant empirical evidence is

available on any of these issues. Data on househol in ome_s
are available for FSB recipients (at the beginnin of FSB)' -----'-_,
and for a sample of regular .UI .exhaustees (at the time of ex-
haustion) in four cities for October-November 1974.12
Becausp the regular UI exhaustee sample depleted its benefits
just prior to the 'start of the-recession, we could consider it -

representative of a nonrecession case. A comparisCin of
household income available to this group with that available
to the FSB sample in the absence of FSB °supports our
hypothesis. Thirty-five percent of the regular UI exhaustees
had household incomes below the poverty line compared to

v

12..13etails on the regular UI exhaustee study can be found in Nicholsoh and Corson (1976).

hf
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39 percent of the FSB households studied later." The com--vc
parable proportions below 1.5 times poverty were 49 and 58
percent, respectively. While these differences are statistically
significant, they are not very large and only wealtly,support
the argunient that the "need" of exhaustees is greater during
recessions.

o

Empirical evidence for our other two hypothesesris even
sparser. Reemployment rates for exhaustees provide an i
dication of post-e0austion duration and such rates e

available for three recent studies: the four-city studs, n-
tioned. above, an Arizona study, and a Pennsylvania s dy
(table V.7). Benefit exhaustion in the four -city sample o cur-
red just priior to the start of the*cessidn in 1974, 'so
reemployment rates were probably negatively affected by
this rA'ssion." The provision of extended benefits two or
three months after exhaustion also affected these rates in the
same direction. The Arizona sample, on the other hand, ex-
hausted benefits at the end of the same recession (May'1976
to August 1977) 'and should probably be viewed as a
nonrecession sample. Finally, the Pennsylvania data were
collected in 1966-67, a nonrecessionary period when
unemployment rates were lower than in the 1970s.

Reemployment rates for each of these samples tend to sup-
port our hypothesis. DifferenCes in reemployment rates
among the three samples ale statistically significant and

13. Dta for the exhaustee sample are for white recipients only. This group was chosen as
more representative of Ul recipients in general than the entire exhaustee saniple. Its concen-
tration in four cities led to a high proportion of black recipients in the sampte. For both ex-
haustees and FSBs, we have included imputed transfer benefits in income because that
measure of poverty status was more readily available. This makes little difference to the

comparison
14. Here we are using data from the four-city exhaustee study as representing the recession
case while for the household income comparison we user it as the nonrecession case. The
argument for tats dual usage is that exhaustion occurred prior to Lhe recession but the post
exhaustion period occurred primarily durihg the recession.

&V
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, subsiguitially'larger for the nonreceision samples (12 'to 17
percentage points higher at the end of )2'weeks). However,
this-evidence provides only weak support for our hypothesis.
The samples are not nationally-representative, they were not
all drawn at ideal times, and the reemployment rates for the
four,-city exhaupee sample may have been influenced-by the
extension of UI as well as by the weak labor market.

TABLE V.7

Percentage of UI F-xlmustees Reemployed After Exhaustion
of Benefits (Data from Three Sample Suri,eys)

Weeks Since
Exhaustion

Four-City
Study (1974-75)

Ariiona
Study (1976.77),

:Pennsylvania
Study (19664-67)

2 5.5% ,Th 1).5%

4 10.5 18.3
4'

24.5

6 ) 14.1 26.4 ...

8' 16.9 30.2 33.0

10 io 3 . 37.0

12 ,23.0 40.0 . _35.5

14 25.2 42.1 --,

Sample Size 1054 235 11,511

SOURCE. Data frotn the four-city study are fair whites only and are found in Nicholsorl
and Corson (176), table V.8. Data for the Paizona study from Burgess and Kingston
(1979), table 1E7. Data for the Pennsylvania study are reported in Murray (1974)

One final element that would support the hypothesis that`
UI exhaustees are more needy during recessions than those
exhausting benefits during nonrecessionary periods is that
unemploymeht during a recession mayave a smaller volun-
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tary component. Other things equal; that hypothesis would
be supported if we foUnd lower reservation wagesor smaller
UI disincentive effects during recessions. We weio unable td
find any evidence on the cyclical nature of reservation wages,
and only one study provides evidence for UI disincentive ef.-*
fects over the business Cycle, but it does support our
hypothesis.This'study"(Wandner, 1975) using data on state
averages, showed that the disincentive effect-of UI benefits
as reflected in longer duration of unemployment_zat smaller
in high.than in low unemployment years.

Antipoverty Effectiveness of FSB

The empirical evidence presented above, though- limited,
suggests that the assumptions underlying the antipoverty
.argument for FSB are essentially correct, i.e., current in-'
came nitintenance programs do not prov-ye "adequate" in-
comes for UI exhaustees and their need for income support is

probably greater during recessiohary periods. Consequently,
eye should evaluate how well the FSB program fulfilled this
antipoverty goal. Two measures of this effect are available.
First, at the time of EB exhaustion, 39 percent of the FSB
househOlds would have had weekly incomes below the pover-
ty line if FSB had not been extended (see able V.5). With
FSB, this figure dropped to 17 percent. Furthermore, with
FSB, less than 1 percent had incomes below one-half the
poverty lineacompared with 25 petcent without FSB," An
alternafiive way of examining -this effect is. to consider
hogsehold income over one, year rather than at a given point'
in tifie. Data on the distribution of 41975 household income
are presented in table V.8 for individuals receiving an FSB
first payment in that year. These data show that without FSB
33 percent of the households would have had incomes below

15 These figures overstate somewhat the percentage of households with incomes above the
poverty line because they assume full utilization of all otheyransfer benefits

'
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TABLE V.8

Percentage Distribution,of FSB Households by Ratio'of
1975 Income to Poverty Income Level, for Selected
Measures of Incomes
(15 State Survey, 197577)

Ratio of Household Income Income
Income to Poverty Lineb Excludes FSB Includes FSB

0.00.5 13.2% , 6.24
0.5-1,0- 19.3 16:7-
'1,0-1.5 15.0 s, 174

- 1.5-2.0 . 13.2 .143,
2.0310`
3.0-4.0

19x7,

9.9 12.5
4.0 and Over 9.6 113.

.

Total i 100.0% 100.0%

Weighted Sample'Sizec 6,769 6,805

SOURCE: Special tabulations from the MPR FSB study data.

a. These income figures exclude the bonus Value of food stamps.

b. If a ratio of income to the poverty line, calculated to several decimal points, equalled the
boundary between class intervals, that observation was assigned to the lower class intervals

c. Sample sizes for computations vary because of incomplete survey data for certain items

poverty level in 1975 if they had made no responsetathe-loss
of.FSB benefits." With FSB, 23 percent had annual incomes
below poverty level. Thus, FSB reduced the incidence of

t. poverty by nearly one-third. This varied widely by
household type.'For example, Other-data (not repdrted in the
table) show that 36 percent of the households of married
male FSB recipients and 18 percent of the households of
married female recipients would have had incomes,lielowthe:,
poverty standard without FSB. With FSB, the corresponding
figures were 23..na ,15 percent, respectively.

16: These data include actual but not imputed transfer payments. The bonus value choiid
states was not included m table V.8 tabulations but was included in those presentotbabove

This makes little difference for the comparison.

Dr)
a.
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While the above figures show thai'the FSB program had a
substantial antipoverty effect, the data reported in table V.8
also show that *tie households. would have maintained
relatively high i mes without' FSB. Almost 40 percent
would have had: comes'above two times the poverty
leyel withotit FSB e10 percent.would have had incomes
above four times., that level. For a family of four, this
represented an annual income in 1975 of about $22,000,
'Thus, `although,,, the FSB- program was superior to the
available meatWtesteciprograms in rechicing poverty for UI
eligibles, it target inefficient because a substantial
amount of benefits went to the nonpoor.

F. Conclusion :

In this chapter we examined two income distributional ra-
tionales for the FSB program. The first argued that in order
to treat individuals laid off during recessions in the same way
as those laid off at other times, UI benefits should be extend-
ed because of the longer unemployment durations. experi-
enced during recession.

.Two measures of this intertemporal equity were examined.
First, final exhaustion rates.sivere estimated for the period .

.1973-18. It was shown' that EB alone was sufficient to keep
these rates from rising above their pre-recession levels and
that the FSB program had.the effpct of 'reducing exhaustion
rates to about half their pre-recession levels. As a more corn-
prehensive measure of intertemporal equity we introduced
thee "earnings replacement rate," total benefits divided
by after-tax earnings lost throughout.' the :,workers',
unempl9yment. We estimated that to, hold earnings replace-
ment rates constant, potential UI duration should b,9 extend=
ed by 5.1 vjeeks for each 1 percentage point increase in the
insured unemployment rate. This estimate implies that, dur-
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ing the recession of the mid 1970s, EB benefits alone were'
hot quite enough to keep earnings replacement rates con-
.staht, but the addition of 26 'weeks of FSB was too much.
One-emergency 13-week extension (or les's) would have been
more ihan sufficient to provide individuals laid off during
that relatively severe recession with earnings replacement
raf4k,eqUal to those Of individuals laid off in nonrecessionary
periods.

T.Wkecond argument for the FSB program claims that it
Was needed to prevent the household income of Ui ex:
haustm.from droppingbelow the poverty level. This income
Maftkriance argumenbt assumes that existing means-tested
transferopgrams would nothave provided adequate income
supp4P6r UI exhaustees and that the need for income sup
pieby If l_pliaiistees was greater during recessionary than
during4,p,Ohrecessionary periods. Available empirical
evideiree was examined and* suggested that both ,of these
assumptions were corcect, although the evidence concerning
theARhd was quite weak. We, then examined the antipover-
ty effectiveness of the FSB program and c-onclu,ded that FSB
benef4s.liad a substantial effect. These benefits reduced the
incitteike of pc Verty among ,FSB households by about one
third. HoweVer, this antipoverty effect w,as target inefficient
because subsfarctial benefits were distributed to the nonpoor..

01,



APPENDIX 'CHAPTER V.

EARNINGS REPLACEMENT RATEC4CUI,ATIONS

In the body of this chapter we indicated that the totat'earn-
ings loss replacement rate for an individual was:

r= (1-p) WRR-irp WRR (a)

where:

= replacement rate
p = probability of/exhaustion of bene
D= potential duration of 'benefits
S = unemployment duration contingent on exhatts-

tion of benefits ' .

WRR = UI weekly benefit Amount divided by after-tax
earnings ib,,the preIL11 job.

We also indicated that p and -S were functions, of the
unemployment, rate (u), and potential duration (D).

to investigate the relationship between changes in the
replacement rate, the unemployment rate and potential dura-
tion We can derive the expression for the differential of r with
respect to u and p:

dr = duq- dDau t aD

Di MT-118P: p WRR(R
u

)
Si au

.

+ -WRR 0),-4:WRR(-18-P--+ n
ab s aD S

WRR RR())
2 aP

db: t

(2)
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.

- If we then ask hat change in potential duration (D) will
keep the earnings replacement -rate constant with an increase
in the insured unemployment rate,(u) of 1 percentage point,
we set du= 1, dr =0, substitute in values for ale other
variables and compute dD.' Estimates for each of these
variables are available from prior studies except for S, aS/au
and aSiaD.2 Estimates for these parameters can be com-
puted if we assume that the distribution of unemployment
spells is an exponential with mean 1/a. Then it can'be shown
that S =.D + k. For our calculatVm we have assumed that
the mean duration of unemployment 'spells is four weeks and

,
hence, S= 30 weeks. To compute aS/au we notices.
aS/au = a (1/0/au. An estimate-for this value is 1.2.3 Finally,
aS/aD= 1 + a(I /a) /aD which we have set equal to 1 for the
computation. a(l/a)/aD is"the disincentive effect of increas-
ing D and if it tvereetaken into account, D would need to be
increased further to keeps constant. Instead, we have assum-
ed that we are not interested in replacing earnings lo's't

because of,the disincentive effect 'and we have set a (-1/a)OD
equal to zero.,

Using the numbers in the previous paragraph, we find that
dD equals 5.1 weeks, if the IUR -rises by 1 percentage
point, duration must rise. by 5.1 weeks to keep earnings
replacement rates constant for individuals.' While this
number represents our best estimate of dD, the values uced
in the calculation for some of the parameters are subject to

1 None (hat when dr = 0, the expression In (2) is independerit of Nk RR

2 1 °are calculation we have assumed that p= 27 and D =26 N, ilues for a p au (,0182)'
and /p 4- 0119) were computed from a studyrof exhaustion rates (Nicholson and Cor-
son, 1978, table III 1) ,

1 In chapter II we reported that ihe derivative of duration with respect to.the unernploy-
,, merit rate ssav 93 This c4n he converted to the derivative of duration with reveot to the in

cured unemploymenr rafe. by multiplying by 133 (See Nicholson and Corson, 19,8, page

106)

4 'sole if the aggregate compensation rate would not be equalized becAse Vs RR
.hanger a, the mix ol the unemployed changes
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error. In. particular, alternative estimates were available for
ap/au and OS/au.' Table V.A. I reports values for dD for a
range of estimates of a p/au and. a S/au. these .estimates'
range from 4.2 to 7.3 weeks. While this range is Fairly large it
does not substantially affect the conclusion reached in the
chapternamel}, thataFSB'overcompensqj,ed for the effects
of the recession. Finally, the calculations presented above ig-
nore the effect of the UI waiting week on the earnings
replacement rate.'To include this, the first term in the expres-
sion for r should be multiplied by (D/(D + 1)). If this is Son
two terms are added to the expression for the differential of r
and the resulting estimate for dD is raised slightly to 5.4
weeks.

tABLE,Y.A.1

Alternatile Estimates of the pequired Change
in Weeks of Potential Durationa

ap au

rl
.0275 .0375 .0475

4.2 41,6 5.1

as'au , 1.6 5:2 5.6 6.1
t4.1r. 2.1 6.5 6.9 7.3

a I ntrit.s the in,rea.e m veck, ot potential duration recuired to Lep thefarning,
repla,euu.iit ran. ,on,lant in re,pon,e to a ore perLentage point irmea'se in the insured
tint.nuilo%ment rate

Anotket possibility. is to compute what happens to the
earnings replacement rate if the exhaustion rate is held cons-
tant when du= . This can be comptited by noticing that

5 Alternatoe estimation te..hiliques used in the exhaustion rare study provided estimhtes

for op' au that ranged from 027,5 to 0475 The 0475 estimate vyasele..ted as /he best

because the effect of the state lit system on the measurement of the IUR xas,..ontrolled for

best in the regression that produced the 0475 estimate 1or 1SB recipien.s IS au v.as

ectimated to be 2 1 lor males The 1,2 estimate vas chosen as better because it was denied

trom a regression on all unetiniloyed indixiduals, not just those experiencrg long

unemployment spells .
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,

dp = (ap/au)du -1-*(ap/aD)dD and substituting this in. equa-
tion (2). When du = 1 and dp = 0 (i.e., the exhaustion rate is
constant), dD,= 3.5 and we get

dr = - p (WRR) (D/S2) (8S12au).

.

-1-3.5[

,.,

p (WRR/S) - p (WRR) (D/S2) (as/a6)] (3)

, .

If we assume WRR= .65 and keep the same values for the
'' other variables, we Iind that dr = -.003 where The exhaustion

rate is held constant. That is, a pOlicy that Held exhaustion
rates constant during recessions, would have resulted in a fall
in,the earnings replacement rate of .003 (i.e'., 0.3 percentrfor

'` each 1 percentage point increase in the IUR. -

..

v

.1

Itl f-
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/
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VI. UI EXTENSIONS IN F RE RECESSIONS
e i

A. Introduction
, ,

In the previous chapters we examined experience with the
FSB program -in the recession of the mid 1970s and evaluated
its allicational and distributional effects. We now consider
how this experience might be apblied during a future reces-
sion. The diAussion is organized around several policy ques-
tions that concern the timing, duration, benefit leVels, fi-
nancing, and other, aspLts of an FSB program. In conclu-
sion, we (discuss some alternatives to FSB-type programs.

B. When Should an FSB-Type Program Be Enacted?

The answer to this question depends to a large extent on
the primary rationale for extending benefits during a reces-
sion. If the primary aims of such an extension are to com-
pensate individuals for the increase in unemployment dura-
tions. and to treat these individuals in the same way as in-

dividuals laid off during nonrecession periods (that is, keep
the probability of exhausting all UI benefits about the same),
the current EB program wouIrrbe sufficient if the recession,
were relatively mild. For example, the automatic extensions
mandated under the g program would keep 3xhaustion
rate from rising above their pte-recession levels if the rise in

the insured unemployn t rate remained below 3 per-
centage points. AlternativOy, if policy makers wished to

r
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-

keep earnings replacement rates' constant instead of exhaus-
t tion rates, EB would be sufficient if the rise in the insured

unemploymeth rate were less than about 2.5 points.'
)

:1r' If, instoad, thi primary *rationale for an FSB program is to
help prevent 'a rise in the incidence of poverty' among, the
unemployed, an FSB program might be enacted that would
provide lower exhaustion rates or higher earnings replace-
ment.rates than would normally result. That is, an FSB pro
gram might be enacted in relatively mild as well as relatively
severe recessions. The available empirical, evidence, however,
only weakly supports the notion that the need for an income
maintenance oriented FSB' program is greater during reces-

, sions:

Finally, even if the judgment is made that indicators sug:
gest a recession severe enough to warrant an 'FSB-type pro-
gram, there ,are good reasons for avoiding 'premature.
implementation.. EB' provides some breathing room: irr
dividuals who are just exhausting regular benefits when the
recession begins can receive up to 13 weeks of added protec-
tion from 1r B; and those who are just being laid off at that
time can cdpect as many as 39 weeks of benefitsn all, There
is thus sufficient time between the beginning of a recession
and the time when, its first "victims': would reach FSB to
think carefully .about whether and how FSB should be pro-

.
vided.

A

I. The earnings replacement rate is defined as the sum of Ul benefits divided by after tax
earnings losses experienced over the entire period of unemployment: I-.
2. The IUR rose about thiA points during the 1974-75, period so some small extensioh
beyond EB would ha;./e been appropriate at that time.,

1
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C. What Should Be the Duration of an FSB Program?
.4,1

The 'answer te this question is similar, to that of the
previous one. If the rationale fpr the prograth is ptimarily in-

. surance against wage loss., UI durations should be increased
abour3.5 to 5.1-Weeks Toi every 1 percentage point rise in the
insured unemployment rate aboVecthe level for which the EB
program is considefed satisfactory. A 3.5';-week 'increase
would maintain constant exhaustion rates and a 5.1-week in-
crease would maintain constant earnings replacement rates.
Such actions would therefore provide UI recipients with
similar protection during recessionary and nonrecessionary
periods. This strategy implies that an FSB program'-would
only be required during relatively severe recessions and, for
most of these, the program need only be of relatively short
duration.'

Another raertriale for an FSB program is a welfare one
(i.e., to prevent. a rise in.the incidence of poverty), and it
weakly supports a somewhat longer-extension program. We
showed in chapter Y that existing welfare programs would-
not have provided an adequate substitute for FSB for low=
income 'households and that there was some weak evidence
that the incidence of poverty of UI exhaustees/was, greater.
during a *cession. No guidance, however, was 'provided as
to how long such a-program should last.. This is a policy deci;
sion and requires an assessment of the trade-off between the
increased income support,.target- inefficiency, and increased
work disincentives of UI extensions.

3. Pethapsthe goals of F58-type extensions could be achieved by having a variable number,
of weeks of CB benefits triggered more or less automatically in responst to labor market
conditions.

-4
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D. Can the Disincentive Effects of UI Extensions
Be Mitigated?

N

Evidence was presented in chapter IV showing that each
additional week of potential FSB added at least .1 weeks to
the average duration of unemployment because of increased
ctisincentives to take jobs. In the context of, the 1974-75
recession, this means that the FSB program added about
one-half point to the national' unemployment rate. Several
suggestions have been proposed about Ways in which these
disincentive's might bp mitigated if a decision were made dur-
ing a futu're recession to institute an FSB-type prograin. For
example, it may.not be desirable merely'to extend benefits
for all EB -exhaustees. Additional eligibility requirements
might be considered to reduce the cost of extensions and to
try to reducethe,disincentive _effects of the additional weeks
of UI benefitS by focusing extensions on those workers with,
a demonstrated strong work attachment. For example, one
suggestion is to. limit benefjts to individuals who have
evidence of substantial pre-layoff work experience.' Data
from a simulation of the effects of several such policies on
the ghayacteristics of FSB recipients are presented in table
VI.1. These data focus on variables which may provide some
indirect evidence of reduced work disincentive effects. The
two demographic variables, sex arid age, are used because
disincentive effects may vary across such groups, being
greater for females and for older individuals. The net weekly
wage replacement rate is reported because of the positive ef-
fect ,of weekly wage replacement rates on unemployment
duration: The proportion of recipients with a working
spouse is reported becatise this variable may be positively

t
A,

4. A'notherkrationale for this restriction is that this group should be given greater insurance
than individuals with little work experieqteand this already occurs in the variable duration,
states., 0 , .,

1 u9 i
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related to disi e effects, and'finally, la,bor force status
in March, 1975 is reported. as 'an indicator of pilfiL,
unemployment labor force attachment. The data reported to
Tablt VI:1 show that each "of the four simulated' additional."
eligibility requirements would have reduced FSPkcaseloads
and cost, but would have had littleffect on any of the other
reported variables and, presumably, little effect on disincen-
tivA. Three of these potential eligibility screens `reqUired
base period work experience for FSB in excess of that fe-
quired or regular UI and the fourth screen does not permit
individuals'who had exhausted EB prior to the implementa-
tion of. FSB ,to receive benefits. Because some of these latter
individuals had relatively long gaps between EB exhaustion
and FSB receipt,' it wasitiought that, the principal effect of
FSB on their behavior was only to draw many of therri back
intethe- labor force in order to collect FSB benefits. In any
event, eligibility screens based ..on. work experience seem
unlikely to reduce the disine'entive effects of FSB.

A.afinal simulated pOlicy, whose results are reported in
table VI.1, was to subject FSB benefits to the federal income
tax. The principal effect of this was to reduce the net weekly
wage replacement ratio from 65 to 60 percent and to reduce
the proportion of recipients with a replacement rate above 60
percent from 52 to 42 percent. While in theory ,such a reduc-
tion might help mitigate the disincentive effect of increased
duration, empirical test of this effect with the FSB sample
produced statistically insignificant results.

In addition to these pOlicies that would restrict eligibility
and benefits for FSB, one policy approach that might reduce
the work disincentive effects of UI extensions would be to
impose stronger job search and job acceptance requirements
on these recipients., This approach was adopted, in fact, dur-
ing the latter part of the FSB program. Public Law 95-19,

,
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TABLE V1.1

Silnulated FSB Program and Recipient Characteristics Under
Alternative FSB Eligibility Criteria and Application of the
Federal Income Tax '

Program Mea sure
and Recipient,

Characteristic

Actual Experience
Under 1975 .

FSB Program

Alternative Eligibility Requirement* Subject Bine-
fits to Fed.
Income Tax

30 Weeks in
Wise Year

40 Weeks In 60 Weeks in Not in FSB
Base Year r 3-Year Base Backlog

. 4

Caseload, as
percentage of 4

1975 program. 100.0 76.3 63.5 82.8 85.7, 100.0

Cost as percent-
age of 1475
program costb loo.; 79.7 67.7 . 85,8 83.8 86.5

Mean Age 2

'(years) . 38.9 39.7 39.4 38.4 38.9

Peicentage male 52.5 53.0 52.1 55.3, 52.9 52.5

Percentage of
net wage re-
placed by UI , -

0-40 15.1% 13.9% 13.9% 14.8% 14.6% '19.1%
40-60 33.0 32.7 -31.3 33.4 333 39.2
60 and aver '51.9 53.4 54.8 51.8 52.1 41.7

Total 100.0% 100.0% 10a% 100.0% 100.0%. 100.0%"
Mean 64.6 65.0 653 65.6. 64.7 59.5,

.7.1.4
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Percentage with
earning spouse

Labor Force
status, March
1970

Employed
Unemployed
Not in labor

force
Total

Weighted Sample.
Size

0

1

4.7

37.0 4_- 37.1 39.0 36.6 37.3 37.0

31.2% 31.4'o 33.6% 31.8% 31.7% 31.2%
46.7 ..." 48.1 . 45.8 48.0 48.0 46.7

.
22.7

.
20.5 ..; 20.6 20.2 20.3 - 22.7

100.0% 100.0% /MO% 100.0% ...- 100.0% 100.0%

6',825 1
.
4, .5,207 ; 4,146 5,651 5,849

40
6,280

SOURCE; Special tabulations based on the MPR FSB study data.

a "Weeks' refers io weeks of work. X .,,
-,D

.b. For-the income taxation option, cost includePanadjustmem for additional taxes collected:

. c. Sample sues vary both because of eltgibility rewiction}and because of incomplete survey data for certain items

a
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enabted in April 1977; continued the ,FSB prozfarp and,
among other previsions, required states to apply a uniform
set of job search and job acceptance requirements instead of
adopt' g the state ;requirements that otheiwise applied:
These ederal requirements disqualified for the duration of

.their unemplo'yment spell FSB Claimants who (1) failed to ac-
cept surtable work; (2) failed tO apply foe, suitable work to
which they were referred by the state; or (3) failed to seek
work actively. These requirements were generally more,
stringent than those-in fhe regular state prograins.5

One analySis o4he effeciofrthese requirements found1hat
they hadhAibltantial effect on thelevel of disqualifications;
increasing the total by 78 to 287 percent in selected states.6
Most of these disqualifications were for f 'not able to" or
"not available-for" work, but the rate for refusal of suitable
work also rose, The effect varied by state, being smallest in
those states with eligibilitly and disqualification provisions in
the regular UI program similar to .those imposed on FSB.
Thus; stiff job search.and job acceptance requirements for
UI extensions raise the rate of disqualifications and poten-
tially may help mitigate the problem of work disincentives
although the connection between disqualification and work
disincentives, if any, is not well documented.

E. How Could FSB, Benefits Be Targeted More
Effectively on the Poor?

If a majbr goal of future extensions is to prevent increased
p,overty among UI exhausteesr we have shown in chapter V
that it is inefficient to extend benefits to all exhaustees. Some

5 The crafimtion of suitable work in this provision was broader than that used in the
regular state programs, including, for example, low wage (i.e., minimum wage) jobs that
would not usliOly be considered sultabl for most claimants under the state laws.

6. These results were reported in Felder and West (1978) and Felder and Pozdena (1978)t

11""- t Y
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targeting of benefits to the poorest recipients may be
desirable. The effect of several possible methods of doing'
this are reported in table VI.2.' For each method, two
measures of effectiveness are reported irr addition to the im-
pact on cost and caseload: the net wage replacement *ratio
and the distribution of program benefits by recipients'
poverty status. This distributional measure differs somewhat
from the concept used in chapter V where the distributionpf
recipients by poverty status was reported. It was chosen to
show exactly how FSB expenditures would have been
distributed under the various policy options:

The first policy analyzed in table VI.2 is the restriction of
FSB eligibility to recipients who, at the time of application,
had a household income below the Bureau of Labor

'Statistic's 1975 lower living standard (i.e., about 1.8 times
the poverty line). This policy would have had.only a small ef-
fect on wage replacement ratios but would have significantly
changed the distribution of FSIl benefits. Almost 90 percent
of program benefits would, under this option, have been
paid to recipients with annual incomes below two times the
poverty line, compared with the 64 percent paid under the
actual 1975 program.' A second policy optionibsubjecting
FSB benefits to the federal income taxwould have reduced
wage replacement ratios but would have had little effect on
the distribution of after-tax benefits. The last two options,
reducing the weekly UI benefit by 15 or 25 percent of the
sum of the spouse's earnings and the family's rent, interest
and dividend income, would have reduced wage replacement
rates considerably and shifted the distribution of benefits to
lower income households. However, this shifting would not

Be.,ause poverty measures arc based un 1975 artnual income but FSB ehgtbthty is based
on income at the ume of FSB applik.ation, some indisiduals with 1975 household incomes
abose the*lower hying standard were still eligible for FSB



TABLE VI.2

Actual FSB Program Experience and Simulated Experience
Under Alternative Policy Options for Eligibility and
Treatment of Benefits

Simulated Experience Under Policy Options .

Weekly Benefit Reduction by
.

Actual Experience Household Income FSB Benefits Percent of
FSB Program r Under 1975 - Eligibility-B4low Subject to Other IncoMe -
Measure FSB Program . 1975 Lower Living Federal Income - 15,Percent 25 Percent

Standard' Tax , I i

Reciialents eligible
as percentage of
1975 program

Total cost as
percentage of
1975 program

Percentage distri-
bution of recip-
ients bratio of
weekly UI benefit
to net wage

101).0 69.4 100.0

100.0 70.2 86.5b

' 0-40 15.1% 16.9% 19.1 o

40-60 33.0 35.3 39.2
60 and over 51.9 47.8 41.7

Total -- -
Mean

100.014
64.6

100.0%
62.3

100.0%
59.5 '

89.6 -

85.5 78.7,

30.1%
36.9
3279

100.0%
A

34.8%.
33.8
31.4

100.0!/o'
52.6 . 50.3
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V

Perceiltage distri-
.bution of FSB
outlays by reap-
ients' 19975 house- ,
hold incoiheLeg- '
cluding FSB, .as
multiple of
poverty level

0.0-0.5 .
0.5-1.0
110-1.5
115-20

0-3:0
5.-014.0
4.0 and over

Total

..*

,

17.1%
19.4
14.5
13.1
17.8
9.1
9.0

100.0%

.
23.3%
27.3
21.0
16.
9.8
1.4 .

0.3
100.00%

16.8%
20.2
14.8
13.2

- 17.7
8.7
8.7

100.0%

19.S%
22.1
15.g
13.2
,16.0 ..

7.0
6.2

100.0%

, 21.4%

211623.496

12.9

5.8
5.3

100.0%

Weighted Sample
; Size' - 6,806 4,427 6,280 6,723 6 ,723

./ St

SOURCE- Special tabulations from the NPR FSB study data tape.

a. Annual 1975 household income-excludes FSB The Lower Liking Standard is defined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and is approximately

1.8 times the poserty level

b.-Benefits less applicable income taxes.

c Sample sizes vary because of eligibility requirements and because of incomplete survey data for certain iterhs

so
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have been as large as that accomplished with the lower livirii
standard income eligibility screen.

,- #
Choosing among these options is difficult because alloca-

tional, distributional and administrative goals may bd fraon-
flict. The taxing option would be the easiest adminidatively
because the UI system would not need-to collect additional
data (i,e., income data) to determine. FSB eligibility, or to
calculate payments as it would for the other options.
However, this policy would not significantly affect the
distribution of benefits. Of the other two types, of 'policies,
the income.eligibility screen would probably be the easiest to
administer because there would be no question of

/ recalculating the benefit periodically (to account for changes
in fitfully income) and becauw .precise measurement of in-
come would only be' necessary for individuals pear the
eligibility cut-off. However, this absolute cut -off of benefits
would create incentives for those with incomes above the cut-
off line to reducelhe spouse's earning,s_to ensure UI eligibili-
ty. Despite this problem, use of an income eligibility screen
appears to be the easiest and most effective way for FSB
benefits .to be targeted to the poor.

F. Can FSB Type Programs Improve Job Search
Outcomes?

Analysis of data from the FSB program showed that FSB
recipients who ultimately became reemployed suffered a
substantial loss in their real weekly, earnings. Weekly wages
on jobs held in November of 1977 (about three Years aftef
the initial layoff) were, on average, about 10 percent lower in
real terms than weekly wages on tlwe-UI j.ob. This loss oc-
curred for both real hourly earnings, which declined about 3
percent, and for hours worked, which declined about 6 per-
cent. This average loss masked considerable variation in in-
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dividual experiences; nearly one-third had jobs paying less
(in real _terms) than 75 percent of The pre-UI wage. Thus,
there are good reas.ons to ask if these job search outcomes
could be improved in future recessions.

Unfortunately, analysis of the reemployed FSB recipients'
interview responses also provided little guidance for impr,ov-.
ing these outcomes. No evidence was ,found supporting, the
hypothesis that increased,UI durations led to increased post-

s unemployment wages, Snd for men, services (such as
counseling or job search assistance) provided by the Employ-

, ment Service (ES) appeared to have had 4o effect. On the
other hand, women who similarly served by the ES were
found to have gained. higher weekly wages. For women's,
hourly wages, however, the effect was insignificant, sug-
gesting that the ES may have helped women obtain full-time
rather than part-time jobs.

4

With regard to training and education, the analysis show-
ed that FSB recipient skill levels were roughly comparable to
those of EB recipients. Hence, their long, unemployment
spells were probably due mainly to the high unemployment
rates during the recession, rather than to a substantial lack of
job skills. There was little evidence that those enrolled in
education or training programs experienced substantial
payoffs as a result of their participation. ccinsequently, the
FSB experience sheds little light on the issue of whether
training programs should play a role in future emergency ex- .

tensions.

G. How Should Emergency Extended Benefits
Programs Be Financed?

The FSB program was funded in two ways. Until April
1977, costse were charged to the extended unemployinent
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Compengation account in the federal lanemploy'rdent trust
fund to- which a portion of federal UI tax reven es is

allocated. Following that date, the costs were charg d to'
general revenues. The financing of future FSB progr ms
should, in our view, continue to be frOm general reven s.

This method of financing would treat FSB in the same w y
as other federal countercyclical programs and emphagi e
that severe national recessions are a federal responsibility,
Such a method for financing extensions would result in costs
being spread generally over the population rather than being
charged to employers only.

That approach is consistent with the notion that long
unemployment spells during a recession result from
macroeconomic factors rather than from thei decision pro-
cesses of firms. Although general revenue financing of FSB,
rather than employer payroll tax financing, may lessen the
incentive for fir to recall their own workers, we do not
believe this is p ticularly important for the case of the Long-
term unemp .yed.

H. What Alternatives to FSB Are Available?

lf, in the future, the nation is faced with a recession severe
enough to warrant consideration of an 'FSB -type program,

two alternative programs ?night also be considered. First, if
the principal goal of an FSB -type program is income ..

maintenance for the long term unemployed, then a program,
based on a household income eligibility test may be ap I 't
profriate. As we.showed in chapter V, the current welfar- i

programs would not provide an adequate income to most U
exhaustees because of categorical eligibility restrictions. B t
an expanded, more generous welfare system might alter th t
result.

1 1 )-t t.. ,
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For example, we showed that the Carter Administration's
1,977 welfare reform plan would have, halved the proportion
of FSB recipients under the 1975 program with household in-
comes beloW one-half the Pokerty level. An FSB prpgram
would, in this case, have an additional antipoverty effect,
but the income maintenance argument for FSB-type exten-
sions would be less strong than is presently the case.'

' A public service employment program (PSE) for UI, ex-
haustees might also be considered as a potential sub-gtitute

litor FSB extensions. While the choice between these two prb-
grams is partly one of congressional preference, several
points in favor of FSB extensions can be raised. First,
starting up a major PSE program would probablf take
longer, thus its impact might be delayed relative to that of
FSB extensions. Second, phasing out a PSE program may be
More difficult than phasing out an FSB program, particular-
ly since,any time limit placed on PSE jobs is likely to_be
longer than any placed on FSB benefit extensions. Third, the
cost of a PSE job slot is probably higher than the cost of FSB
benefits paid to the individual, given that the value of output
from PSE, jobs may be 16w and given the relatively sizable
rate of substitution for-PSE jobs.' Fourth, any argument for
PSE that emphasizes the training aspect of employment may
not be particularly important for UI exhaustees because
most already have substantial job experience and skills. And
finally, it may not be possible to create PSE jobs on a scale
that would equal the scale of FSB-type programs and any at-
tempts do so would likely exacerbate the timing problems

E Another alternative would be (as described in table VI.2) to apply some sort df reduction
in benefits for a portiqn of other income. Income tested unemployment assistance was
recommended by the National Commission on Unemplciyment Compensation (1980) p.
172, although it also recommended FSB extensions.

9. For a discussion of these issues see Garfinkel and Palmer (1978), pages 6-11. "Substitu-
tion occurs when PSE funds are used to finance ongoing local municipal employment
rather than to create new jobs.
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mentioned above. Thus, in future recessions, PSE jobs are
likely to be only a partial substitute' for FSB extensions, if
they are judged necessary at all.

Ab
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